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Vision for Copyright

Proclamation Ceremony
Mission!

Protect Our Contents Copyrights!

Korea Copyright Protection Agency
 ake counter-measures for online illegal reproductions including
‧ T

‧Copyright protection technology R&D

‧Research infringement status and draw statistics

‧Certifying the Copyright OK

deliberation, elimination, corrective recommendation, etc.

‧Status inspection for SW usage in public institutions

‧Support investigation for copyright infringement

KCOPA Greeting

We will protect copyright through
communication and innovation.
Recently, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism announced its 2030 Vision for Copyright
with the statement “Becoming a copyright superpower where culture becomes economy”

and presented its three innovative strategies for the content industry. Copyright is increasing in

importance as a basis for economic growth especially in the midst of Industry 4.0, and at this
point in time, it is dire that copyright protection for Hallyu (Korean Wave) content be reinforced.

It would be no overstatement to say that Hallyu, going beyond Asia and spreading all around
the world, has been leading the culture of the entire globe—from Psy’s Gangnam Style to the

present with BTS and the film Parasite. This is indicative of South Korea’s excellent cultural
content industry that is competitive on the world stage, while also entailing just as great an

amount of work for the Korea Copyright Protection Agency. Copyright protection will create a
virtuous circle for the cultural content industry that will lead South Korea’s future economy.

To this end, the Korea Copyright Protection Agency plans to reinforce its domestic and foreign
communication while also expanding its international cooperation for overseas copyright

protection. The Korea Copyright Protection Agency aims to support development of South

Korea’s increasingly globalized cultural contents industry as well as plan towards further spread
of Hallyu. The Korea Copyright Protection Agency will strive to rise in its status to become a
world-class leading institution of copyright protection.
We ask for your continued interest and support.
Thank you.
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KCOPA Mission

Contributing to cultural and industrial development
with a strong copyright protection network
▪Vision

A global leader of copyright protection of a cultural superpower

▪Core Values

▪Strategic
Direction &
Tasks

Professionalism

Cooperation

Innovation

Trust

Establish an online copyright protection network

‧Diversify responses to various types of copyright infringement

‧Establish an effective copyright protection system based on technology

Improve on-site copyright protection response

‧Expand support for forensic investigations

‧Reinforce inspection and management of sites distributing copyrighted works

Create a close-knit environment for copyright protection in
vulnerable areas


‧Reinforce customized copyright infringement prevention services

‧Reinforce investigation and research reflecting environmental changes

Reinforce the foundation for global copyright protection

‧Expand support for enterprises entering global markets

‧Advance responses to infringement by overseas websites

Implement organizational innovation and social values

‧Enhance organizational efficiency and create good jobs

‧Practice social responsibility and human rights/ethical management
7
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Development Process of
Copyright Digital Forensics
Recently, digital forensics used in criminal investigations by law enforcement agencies have been
put to use in suppressing copyright violations, which causes this area of the field to continuously

expand. This traces back to changes in legal and societal awareness surrounding copyright
protection following the Napster and Soribada incidents in the 2000s. The following text will study
how digital forensics have been advancing and where we are to head from this point onwards.
Written by Kim Ki-beom
Professor in Department of Forensics at Sung Kyun Kwan University (SKKU).
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What is "digital forensics"?

"Forensics" is "the application of science to law," and the
1)

word is commonly used as a generic term for all forensic

sciences such as forensic medicine, forensic botany, forensic
entomology, fingerprint identification, and more. With

advancements in digital technology during the latter half of

the 20th century, forensic science and digitalization have been

combined to form a whole new area of study called digital

forensics. Digital forensics refers to the act of preserving,
collecting, verifying, distinguishing, analyzing, interpreting,

the Protection, Use, Etc., of Location Information; and more.
At first, this area of study was only used by law enforcement

agencies in criminal investigations, but it is now also being

customized for specific purposes and being used in areas of
the state, business, and the people for infringement accidents,
audits, civil law suits, administration investigation, and so on.

Recently, digital forensics have been put to use in suppressing
copyright infringements, thereby continuing the expansion of
this area in the field.

recording, and uncovering digital evidence from digital media

How did "digital forensics" develop?

purpose of reconstructing or analyzing unauthorized acts in

digital forensics to recover crime-related data since the 1970s,

through methods derived from and proven by science for the
crimes of commerce. It is a representative interdisciplinary
2)

study as it is associated with various studies including

computer engineering, legal studies, rhetoric, forensic science,

information protection studies, and so on. The International
Association of Computer Specialists (IACIS) in the U.S. coined
the word "Computer Forensics" in 1991, and then the world’s

top Digital Forensic Research Workshop coined the term
"Digital Forensics" in 2001, which lead us to today.

In the early years, the main trend was "disk forensics," which
was about extracting data saved on a hard disk and recovering
deleted data. As information and communication technology
grew more advanced, a variety of new areas appeared such

as mobile forensics, live forensics, network forensics, source

code forensics, database forensics, multimedia forensics, cloud

forensics, IoT forensics, and more, continuously expanding

this field of study. Laws related to the field are also growing

more diverse in range with the Criminal Procedure Act and
Protection of Communications Secrets Act followed by the Civil

Procedure Act; Act on Real Name Financial Transactions and
Confidentiality; Personal Information Protection Act; Act on
1.

2.

In the U.S., criminal investigation agencies have been using
and the trend continued into the 1980s.3) Then, entering
the latter half of 1990, advancements in computers and the

internet caused a rapid increase in cybercrime, leading to

much more attention being placed on digital forensics. It
soon grew into an independent field of its own.4) A much
more diverse range of versions of Windows became available

after 1999, and individuals also came to own various types
of devices, causing this field to become specialized. As such,

companies specializing in digital forensics started to jump

into the market. After 2008, operating systems also became
diversified while flash memory, encryption, and cloud became
more common to the general public, leading us to face
countless technical challenges.5) Similar to the situation in
the U.S., digital forensics in South Korea was also mainly led

by investigative agencies such as the police and prosecution
forces. It is reported that cyber investigation started being in

the 1990s. After 2010, 4G‧5G and smart phone usage became
generalized and continued to move swiftly towards "disk and
web" and "mobile apps."

Richard Saferstein, "Criminalistics: An Introduction to Forensic Science"(9th Edition), Pearson Prentice Hall, 2007.

DFRWS Technical Committee(DFRWS), "A road map for digital forensic research", DFRWS Technical Report DTRT001-01(FINAL), 2001; The use of scientifically
derived and proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital

evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate
unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations.

3. 	 Simson L. Garfinkel, "Digital Forensics Research: The Next 10 Years", The Digital Forensic Research Conference, DFRWS 2010 USA.
4. 	 Raghavan, S. Digital forensic research: current state of the art. CSIT 1, 91–114 (2013).
5.

Simson L. Garfinkel, "Digital Forensics Research: The Next 10 Years", The Digital Forensic Research Conference, DFRWS 2010 USA.
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Recently, specialized fields of data analysis such as Open Source

and searching of unusual evidence,10) and scope of approval for

of encryption and steganography, tracking of the dark web,

of presenting faxed warranties as evidence in 2017.12) Most of the

Intelligence (OSINT), Social Network Analysis, deciphering

analyzing cryptocurrency, and more are starting to show up in
various places.

In 2000, South Korea’s National Police Agency established an
Internal Technical Development team within its Cyber Terror

Response Center, thereby creating the first ever group solely
devoted to digital forensics, and then founded the division-

hearsay rules on digital evidence in 2015,11) and then the illegality

cases revolve around incidents regarding public order, but they

have mainly developed in the direction of investigative agency’s
seizing and searching procedure and method, of reinforcing
judicial control on hearsay rules, and of contributing to the
guarantee of human rights.

sized Digital Forensics Center in 2014. Since 2000, around 20-

How far have "copyright forensics" come?

special employment to serve as police officers and researchers

using digital forensics in investigating copyright crimes, but the

80 civilian ICT professionals have been hired annually under

to compensate for deficiencies in the center’s technical capacity.
In 2005, an academic foundation for the field was laid out by

the founding of the Korea Digital Forensics Society (KDFS) and

support for the publication of collection of scholastic journals.
Moreover, the "Rules for the Collection and Processing of Digital
Evidence" were enacted in 2015. The Prosecutor-General’s

Office took charge of digital forensics at Office 2 of Scientific

Investigations in 2005, and the Digital Investigation Division was

established upon the founding of the Scientific Investigation
Branch in 2015. It also founded the Korean Institute of Forensic

Sciences and supported the civilian qualification system in
2010. In 2012, the "Regulations on the Collection and Analysis of
Digital Evidence" were enacted. Digital forensics of South Korea

can be seen as having developed through the competition
between the police and prosecution forces.

The history of digital forensics’ development can also be
reviewed through precedents of the Supreme Court. The

first precedent in the field of digital forensics appeared at the

1999 Yeongnam Committee case related to a spy in which
the contents of a Korean document was ruled to be hearsay
evidence. In 2007, qualifications for digital evidence to receive

approval as effective evidence were proposed,6) and in 2011,

a case resulted in a precedent regarding guarantee for rules
of printing and duplicating and of the right to participation.

7)

Then, there were rulings related to subjects such as the method

for proving the integrity and sameness of digital evidence

in 2013, qualifications for exceptions to the rule of illegally
8)

obtained evidence, procedure and restrictions on the seizing
9)

10

Police and prosecution forces have indeed been continuously
priority of crackdowns on copyright crimes is so low that the

area had not developed into a specialty of its own. However,
with the Napster13) and Soribada incidents14) in the 2000s, legal
and societal awareness surrounding copyright protection started

to shift. As copyrighted items were consumed in a variety of

forms, subjects of digital forensics also expanded to include
disks, smart phones, online cafe sites and blogs to social media,

online storage services ("web hard"), torrents, P2P, streaming,
the cloud, etc.15) Content categories have also gone beyond
programs, music, and movies to now include everything such as

webtoons, TV broadcasts, games, and animation. We especially

sensed the importance of digital forensics when digital forensics

were used in investigating the perpetrator of pirated circulation
of countless movies such as "Haeundae" (2009), "Architecture
101" (2012), "Midnight Runners" (2017), and "The Gangster,
The Cop, The Devil" (2019). Now, a national-level response is

needed due to the recent systematization and industrialization
of copyright crimes such as the private server of the lineage

video game called "Gireutas" (2016)16) and the illegal provider of
famous domestic webtoons called the "Night Rabbit" website

(2018)17) that created a demand for a higher capacity in digital
forensics.

So far, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism has been

operating a Copyright Forensic Team in the Korea Copyright
Commission since the late 2000s which monitors, collects, and
provides support for control on illegal creative content. But

because these methods were judged to be limited responses to
the crime, there were amendments to the Act on the Persons
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Performing the Duties of Judicial Police Officers and the

Where should "copyright forensics" go from here?

authority to government officials of the Ministry of

year, inevitably causing copyright protection to grow just as important

Scope of Their Duties, which first granted investigative

Information and Communication, etc. regarding program
copyright crimes in 2003, and then to government officials

of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and local
governments regarding copyright infringement crimes in
2008. Furthermore, because the Special Judicial Police
18)

cannot respond to the every single digital copyright crime

on their own, the "Copyright Act" was amended in 2016

to establish the Korea Copyright Protection Agency and
stipulate the office work involved in provision of digital

forensic support for the Special Judicial Police, thereby

setting up a system for technical support. The Digital
Forensics Team within the Korea Copyright Protection

Agency was expanded and reformed into the Digital
Forensics Center in 2019. It, then, actively commenced
simultaneous investigations and exchanges of digital
forensics technology with the National Police Agency on

illegal foreign sites. Korea Copyright Protection Agency’s
Digital Forensics Center especially gained a rise in its status

as a specialized institution in copyright forensics when it

became the first Korean institution to receive an ISO/IEC
17025 accreditation from the international accreditation
institution ANAB (ANSI National Accreditation Board).

19)

6.

Supreme Court December 13, 2007 Decision 2007-do-7257 Ruling

8.

Supreme Court July 26, 2013 Decision 2013-do-2511 Ruling

7.
9.

South Korea’s culture industry is rapidly growing with each passing

in terms of the nation's economy. But criminals are now adopting a
form of organized crime and utilizing overseas cloud systems to evade
legal persecution. They employ anonymous telecommunication,

such as Tor, Proxy, and VPN, and use cryptocurrency, which is difficult

to track. In some cases, they not only set up passwords on digital
devices but also on the file itself, effectively blocking data extraction.
In the future, high-priced copyright objects may enter trade on the

Darkweb and Deepfakes created with AI may multiply in number,
which will make persecutive control of these activities even more
difficult.

To overcome these barriers, specialized expertise on copyright
forensics must broaden. To this end, the Ministry of Culture, Sports

and Tourism and Korea Copyright Protection Agency’s roles and

responsibilities are paramount. Legislative actions and prevention
are important, but what we need most is to arrest the "few" criminal

organizations that are committing copyright infringements as soon
as possible. Cooperation between investigative agencies such as
the police and prosecution organizations should be made stronger,

and there should also be a cooperation system established with
international copyright organizations. Above all, the most important

matter is to enhance the expertise of investigative agencies and
analyst agencies.

Supreme Court May 26, 2011 Decision 2009-mo-1190 Ruling

Supreme Court January 22, 2015 Decision 2014-do-10978 Ruling

10. Supreme Court July 16, 2015 Decision 2011-do-1839 Ruling
11. Supreme Court July 16, 2015 Decision 2015-do-2625 Ruling

12. Supreme Court September 7, 2017 Decision 2015-do-10648 Ruling
13. Supreme Court December 15, 2007 Decision 2005-do-872 Ruling
14. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).

15.  K
 won Yang-seob, Kim Ki-beom, etc., "Plan for the Effective Digital Forensic On-site Support Organization, Assigned by Korea Copyright Protection Agency, 2018.
16. Kim Ki-beom, "The Crime Status of the Private Server of Online Games and Improvements of Criminal Policy," Jurisprudence 19(2), 2019.

17.  P
 ress Release from Busan Police Agency, "Crackdown on Largest Distributor of Domestic Webtoons, Overseas Website 'Night Rabbit", May. 23, 2018.

18.  A
 s the Computer Programs Protection Act and Copyright Act were joined together to form the Copyright Act on 2009, persecutive control rights for copyright

infringement crimes were authorized to employees of Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, etc. by the "Act on the Persons Performing the Duties of Judicial
Police Officers and the Scope of Their Duties."

19.  P
 ress Release from Korea Copyright Protection Agency (Mar. 2, 2020), "Digital Forensics Center Receives Official International Certification" (Refer to website).
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Comparative Review of Overseas
Copyright Protection Policies for the
Proliferation of Hallyu(Korean Wave)
Content and the Policies of Related
Institution

Written by Jeong Tae-ho
Professor in the Department of Copyright
Studies at Kyonggi University
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We shall now examine the protection policies of pertinent domestic institutions that are consistently
exerting efforts to expand the paths of exports of Hallyu (Korean Wave) content overseas, to support
legal distribution of copyrighted contents, and to create an ecological foundation for copyrights in
response to the continually developing digitalized environment of our world.

Review of Existing Overseas Copyright Protection Policies Applicable to Hallyu
(Korean Wave)

The 2nd Basic National Intellectual Property Plan that began operation in 2017 and will continue until

2021 plans for South Korea’s amount of export of contents to grow from USD 5.8 billion in 2015 to

USD 9.7 billion in 2021.1) Specifically, of the 6 Main Directions in the aforementioned Basic Plan, there
is "Constructing an Ecological Foundation for Copyrights in Response to the Digitalized Environment"

which has 12 Pursuits including "Policy Reformation and Expansion of Export Diversification to Promote
the Contents Industry", which in turn has 20 Core Pursuits including "Support for the Global Expansion
of Hallyu (Korean Wave)." Among the 6 Main Directions, there is also "Enhancing Global IP Response
Capacity" which has 12 Pursuits that include "Reinforcing Local Response Systems and Continual

Expansion of Mutual International Assistance," which in turn has 20 Core Pursuits that include "Conflict
Resolution Support for IP of Corporations Entering Overseas Markets."2)

In terms of efforts to expand the paths of the export of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents and support legal

distribution of copyrighted contents, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism has been providing
support, mainly through the Overseas Copyright Center, to small- and medium-sized businesses in lawful

overseas distribution of copyrighted items, provision of information on overseas copyrights, and even
support for cooperative exchanges, such as South Korea and China’s cooperative exchange on copyrights
by category, in order to Construct an Ecological Foundation for Copyrights in Response to the Digitalized
Environment and for the Overseas Protection of South Korea’s Contents’ Copyrights.3)

1.

Presidential Council on Intellectual Property’s Intellectual Property Strategy Planning Team, Presidential Council on Intellectual

2.

Presidential Council on Intellectual Property’s Intellectual Property Strategy Planning Team, the above Presidential Council on

3.

Presidential Council on Intellectual Property’s Intellectual Property Strategy Planning Team, the above Presidential Council on

Property’s Annual Report 2018, 2019. 3, pg. 105.

Intellectual Property’s Annual Report 2018, pg. 114.
Intellectual Property’s Annual Report 2018, pg. 93.
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Regarding the above, the important matters at hand are to provide support for responsive measures to

illegal replications through the Overseas Copyrights Center (constant monitoring, warnings, etc.) and to

respond to copyright infringements with cooperation from the local government.4) The Korea Copyright
Protection Agency has partially taken over overseas copyright protection tasks previously implemented by

the Korea Copyright Commission and established the "Overseas Copyright Cooperation Agency" in 2020.

Under the agency, the "Overseas Cooperation Planning Team" and "Overseas Cooperation Operations
Team" were created so that the Korea Copyright Protection Agency could directly and independently
pursue endeavors related to overseas copyright protection and cooperation.5)

Meanwhile, for its goal of reinforcing the support system for the entry of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents
into Southeast Asian markets, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism is pursuing reformation of local
copyright legislations and levels of law enforcement through FTA with Southeast Asian countries.6) For its
goal of reinforcing international copyrights-related cooperative exchanges for the creation of a protective

environment for copyrights overseas, it is holding a copyrights forum with China, Thailand, Philippines,
Vietnam, Indonesia, etc. every year, effectively strengthening South Korea’s cooperative relationships with
countries into which Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents have entered the market.7)

In particular, the Korea Copyright Commission’s International Cooperation Team is continuing its efforts

into 2020 for introducing South Korea’s copyright system through the copyrights forum held with the
governments of China, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, etc. and events affiliated with World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO). The team is also supporting the reformation of copyright legislation in

countries into which Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents have entered the market. Here, what would be
important is to support holding regular, customized exchange seminars for the entry into overseas markets

of high-quality contents made by small- and medium-sized domestic companies (as based on the pursuit

of constructing an environment for the lawful usage of copyrighted items overseas, reflecting the demands
of copyright owners or associations and groups affiliated with copyright owners) and also to support
holding regular exchange seminars for each type of content such as videos, music, and games.8)

14

4.

Office of the Secretary to the President for Cultural Affairs, Report on Execution Plan for Decrees on "Current State and Reinforcement

5.

Refer to Organization on Korea Copyright Protection Agency’s website(https://www.kcopa.or.kr/lay1/program/S1T9C24/staff/org_chart/

6.

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, "Strategy for Expansion of the Culture Industry Advancement into the Southeast Asian Market,"

7.

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism/Korea Copyright Commission/Korea Copyright Protection Agency, 2017 White Page on

8.

Korea Copyright Commission, "Preliminary Overview of the Korea Copyright Commission in 2020," Copyrights Culture (Volume 305),

Plan for the future of Overseas Copyright Protection," "3 Innovation Strategy (Plan) for the Contents Industry," August 26, 2019, Refer to
pg. 1.

list.do? group_seq=70&parent=N&parent_seq=68#table_list).
Apr. 2016, pg. 12.

Copyrights, Dec. 2018. pg. 98.
Jan. 2020, pg. 7.
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Study on Korean Intellectual Property Office's Overseas Intellectual Property Right
Protection Policies

Through the "Operation Procedure for Support Project of Dispute Prevention Consultation Regarding

International Intellectual Property Rights," the Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency under the

jurisdiction of the Korean Intellectual Property Office is exerting its efforts for the unbiased, objective
pursuit of projects such as established, detailed regulations on the business promotion system; business
announcements and applications; registration of specialized institutions and selection of supporting
corporations and operating institutions; treaties; project progress reports and evaluations; business
expense calculations and payments; processing of formal objection filings and follow-up surveys; etc.9)

The agency is also pursuing the project of constructing a joint conflict resolution system for intellectual
property right disputes that would prevent damage and respond to disputes for domestic companies
against overseas Non-Practicing Entity (NPE) and trademark brokers.10) In terms of the project for providing

consultation on intellectual property right protections regarding Hallyu (Korean Wave) content, the agency

has been providing consultation for content-based product design, market research on entry into overseas
markets, licensing paperwork, and more, along with legal consultation.11) In relation to the above, the

agency is also trying to directly communicate with companies by publishing various manuals, guidelines,
and collections of cases on the protection of the intellectual property rights of Hallyu (Korean Wave)
contents.12)

Meanwhile, for its project for establishing a foundation for the protection of K-brands, the agency is

providing various means of support such as consultation on how to respond to unjustified trademark
right registrations, information seminars on damage prevention, and support projects for companies

suffering damages from the unjustified trademark right registrations of overseas trademark broker, regular
collection of trademarks suspected of unjustified right registrations and domestic companies experiencing

damage thereof, and consultation on strategies for avoiding trademark disputes, filing formal objections,
invalidation trials, brand development, and joint response to conflicts.13)

In terms of the agency's project for establishing a foundation for responsive measures to international

intellectual property right disputes, the agency has been providing breaking news on disputes according to

each industry as well as information on intellectual property right trends for each country. The agency also
provides comprehensive guidelines on acquiring intellectual property rights for each country as well as

9. 	 Refer to Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency, Operation Procedure for Support Project of Consultation on Dispute Prevention 		
Regarding International Intellectual Property Rights (12th Revised Edition), Mar. 2019.

10. Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency, Introduction of Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency’s Main Projects, Jul. 2019, 		
pg. 10.

11. Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency, Task Manual of Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency, Oct. 2019, Refer to pg. 1-2 		
of Attachment

12. Id. at 11.
13. Id. at 12.
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protection thereof, strategies for responding to trademark disputes, in-depth analysis reports on court case
precedents, and more so that companies can use this data in their business endeavors.14)

As for some of the agency’s unique policies, the agency is pursuing a project of providing vouchers for the
protection and export of overseas intellectual rights. This project seeks to reinforce the competitive edge of

South Korea’s intellectual properties and to create breakthroughs in exportation by providing the expenses
required in preventive and responsive measures against overseas intellectual property right disputes in

the form of vouchers. In other words, this project provides various means of support related to preparing a

responsive strategy in the event of intellectual property infringement warnings and lawsuits from overseas

companies, researching the problematic trademark of the overseas competitor, and preparing a strategy to
apply for protection, court rulings and lawsuits, and response and negotiations regarding trademarks and
designs that an overseas company has unjustifiably registered in advance, as well as researching overseas
competitors and analyzing the possessed trademarks.15)

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism is also judged to ultimately
need a comprehensive support policy to ensure that our country’s

content creation companies can accrue sufficient profit based on
the copyrights of Korean contents without suffering losses through

supportive means such as going beyond cracking down on infringements

of patent and trademark rights and onto preventing those disputes from
occurring in the first place and supporting the formation of strategies for
commercializing contents.

14. Id. at 13.
15. Id. at 14.
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Conclusion
For the invigoration of the expansion of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents into overseas markets, we need

to seek a solution that matches the actuality of how such overseas countries are growing more diverse.
Accordingly, the provision of information on local copyrights and the expansion of support for the entire

process of entry into markets, such as registration, distribution, contract establishment, marketing, etc.,
would be especially important in targeting overseas markets for Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents. To this
end, the Korea Copyright Protection Agency is providing support for operating Copyright Online Seminars
(COA) so that public-private institutions can cooperate in a symbiotic manner and protect copyrights

overseas in a more proactive and detailed manner. A related association plans to pursue various types

of cooperation such as constructing a database of a list of copyright-infringing websites and then sharing
it with relevant institutions overseas. With such pursuits in tow, the association in question, which is a

civilian-led copyright protection group, will be able to carry out multilateral, joint responsive measures with
the Korea Copyright Protection Agency.

Meanwhile, there is also a need to drastically increase the number of overseas copyright centers so that

as many areas as possible have support for prompt response to copyright disputes as well as a need to
expand the scope of consultation support to include dispute prevention so that all proceedings related to

a dispute - both follow-up responses as well as prior prevention measures - are handled at once for each

category such as music, movies, TV shows, etc. This would require one to study projects for support for
the protection of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents pursed by the Korean Intellectual Property Office and the

Korea Intellectual Property Protection Agency and refer to them when diversifying forms of support for
copyright protection overseas.

In short, as reviewed so far, the Korean Intellectual Property Office is pursuing a comprehensive support
policy that goes beyond simply setting out legal, persecutive control on patent right or trademark right

infringements overseas and goes onto supporting preemptive consulting for dispute prevention or
commercialization strategies for content in the local markets overseas (trademark localization, legalistic

review of contracts, overseas license strategizing, devising a plan to avoid infringement, etc.) so that South
Korea’s contents can be connected to lawful purchases by locals overseas and domestic companies
can acquire profit. The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism needs to reference the aforementioned

support policies and create its own comprehensive support policies that ultimately ensure that South
Korea's content companies do not suffer losses in terms of overseas copyright protection and can acquire
sufficient profits based on their copyrights of Hallyu (Korean Wave) content.

In conclusion, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism would need to not only refer to the Korean
Intellectual Property Office's projects providing support for the protection of overseas intellectual property

rights but also provide an all-in-one solution for infringement conflicts of companies’ trademarks related
to contents and also reinforce proactive cooperation and exchange between intellectual property rights-

related institutions so that they are able to reach reasonable solutions to intellectual property right
infringements occurring overseas through information sharing and joint responsive measures.
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The interesting story of Copyright

Did the First Ever Copyright Protection
Law Start with Monopoly of the
Publishers Guild in the UK?
To ordinary laymen who are unfamiliar with copyrights, the term

copyright generally seems to be known as a guarantee of rights for

creators of movies, music, or books. But what would you think if I told

you that copyright laws first appeared to make sure that a publishers’
guild continued its monopoly over the market? I bet this idea would

feel very different to you from our conception of copyrights today.

The following will examine the historical background of policies on
publishing and copyrights with a focus on the Statue of Anne, which is
often deemed the origin of all copyright laws.

Written by Lee Na-ra / Survey Research Team / Korea Copyright Protection Agency
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Beginning of Copyrights

From this, we can see that in the relationship between printers,

throughout history in very close proximity to each other. This

significantly greater possession of rights. We can also see that

Publishing and copyrights are two concepts that developed
can be seen in how the word "copyright" first started as the right
to print, duplicate, or publish.

Through the development of Gutenberg’s printing press and
the development of printing techniques, information and

publishers and authors/creators, it was the former who had a

the origin of "copyright" was not centered on protecting the
author/creator’s rights.

knowledge could now be delivered to the general public in

Enactment of the Statue of Anne

changes, causing them to grow exponentially. After England’s

In 1695, the Licensing Act was abolished in response to the rising

all areas of Europe. This had a great influence on societal

Glorious Revolution of 1689, parliaments grew in importance
and public opinion became the foundation for effective power
and authority. The pivotal agent in creating public opinion were
none other than printed and published materials.

At the time, England’s government perceived the easy, quick
spread of printed materials among the general public to be

a threat, and consequently enacted the Licensing Act in 1662
to exert control over the expansion of printed and published

materials in order to maintain its vested rights. The Licensing Act
guaranteed the monopoly of printers and publishers by giving
1)

them exclusive printing rights for specific books, and these

businesses were able to enjoy permanent publication rights for

those books. This "right to duplicate" or "right of duplication"
granted to printers and publishers of this era was termed as a
"copyright." As this shows, the term "copyright" of those times

would be interpreted as the exclusive right to print, duplicate, or
publish rather than the meaning we understand today.

In addition, the Licensing Act even granted the right of "prior
censorship" in the printers and publishers decision-making
regarding a book’s contents. Consequently, printers and
publishers joined in on the government’s control of information
and omitted any publication candidate that contained anything

opposed by the government. This was so that the printers
and publishers were guaranteed profit from their monopoly.

2)

Background Information on the Enactment

criticism of book censorship and negative regard of the printers'
and publishers’ monopoly.3) There was no longer any positive
laws regulating exclusive rights to printers and publishers.

Afterwards, as new printers and publishers appeared and

the competition became fierce, preexisting printers and
publishers who were no longer guaranteed profits from

the monopoly gathered together to form guilds that could

justify their monopoly yet again, albeit from a different angle.
Their justification was "protection of authors for the sake of
promoting scholarship," arguing for the protection of authors

because piracy reduces the profits of copyright owners and
diminishes authors’ motivation to continue writing. During this

time, England’s Parliament was already focused on the issue
of the monopoly of the printers' and publishers’ guild being
abolished when the printers' and publishers’ guild petitioned

for the "ownership rights for literature" to be enacted as law for
the sake of "promoting scholarship." 4) The Parliament thereby

enacted a law to prevent the longstanding monopoly from
being abolished.

This law was the Statute of Anne of 1710, generally deemed
the first-ever copyright law in the world, appearing against

this backdrop of England’s political climate and societal
circumstances. Through the Statute of Anne, Queen Anne

granted exclusive rights to authors for protection of printed

1.

Protection of the "printer/publisher, bookseller" and protection of the "author" were discussed separately during this past era when exclusive rights and

2.

Bae Dae-heon, "Historical Research on Changes in Intellectual Property Rights", Copyright Policy Research, Korea Copyright Commission (2016), pg. 7-8.

copyrights of printing were being discussed in Europe, but this manuscript shall refer to both of these terms under the joint term "printer•publisher."

3.	Law of Copyright(Eastern Economy ed.), PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.,(2015), p.74. "Locke spelt out in detail the ill-effects on the book trade, and on authors
and readers, of the monopoly system and the powers, and the abuse of power, of the Stationers’ Company ... As a result of above stated criticism as well

4.

as John Locke’s thought provoking arguments, the exclusive rights of the Stationers’ Company ended in 1695..."

Shoji Yamada (translated by Song Tae-uk), 『Scandal of Piracy•Cultural History of Copyright and Piracy』, Four Seasons Publication (2011), pg. 76-77.
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materials and limited the periods of copyright protection.

author's exclusive rights and then had those rights transferred

of "guaranteeing the author’s property rights for the sake of

monopoly under such a rationalization. Consequently, the

The law was meant to serve the aforementioned purpose
promoting scholarship."

5)

Effective Period and Public Domain of Copyrights

Through the enactment of the Statute of Anne,
printers‧publishers’ monopolized trade became subjected

to regulation, and the limited effective period of copyrights

over to themselves so that they could continue their own
author only received a minuscule amount of profit as any profit
from the sales of books after the printer‧publisher received the
transfer of rights was not connected to the copyright owner’s
gains.7)

highlighted the fact that copyrights serves the public good.

Dispute Surrounding Exclusivity and Sharing

period but allowed for a single extension before and after the

Copyrights

This law established 14 years as the duration of the effective

law’s enactment and for if the author was still alive (maximum
period of 28 years), in effect creating three different types of

effective periods. 6) The law regulated that once this period

expired, the copyrighted material will belong to the "public
domain." The fact that this law especially prioritized benefits
fir the public good and had the copyrighted work become part
of the public domain in the end made many view this law as

a groundbreaking legal system. In addition, the fact that the
expiration date was tied to the author's lifespan shows how the
law was enacted in order to protect the author.

Limits of the Statute of Anne

At its core, the Statute of Anne had regulations for the protection

of authors’ rights. However, the problem lied in how the actual

provisions ultimately allowed for the law to be interpreted as
a legal regulation for printers‧publishers. According to the

provisions, the Statute of Anne granted exclusive rights to the
"book’s author" or "owner of exclusive rights" in printing the

book. But given the circumstances of this era, authors had no
means of directly printing their own books and thus had to
transfer their rights in order for their books to be published.

Publishers sought to have the Statute of Anne first recognize the

Case of Donaldson v. Becket: A Trial on Permanent
During the 18th century (around 1774) when the maximum
period of 28 years from the Statute of Anne was coming to

an end, a historical trial took place regarding the concept

of copyrights and their effective period. John Donaldson, a

publisher in Scotland, published a book of poetry by the famous
poet James Thompson when the protection period for that
book expired. He printed and sold the book for a cheaper price
than a publisher in London.

The lawsuit began when a publisher named Thomas Becket,
who had held the copyrights to this book of poetry, gathered
together with 15 other printers‧publishers in London and

argued that this was an infringement of their rights. At the time,
printers‧publishers had formed a monopolizing cartel that
ensured that the prices of their books remained high while

not infringing on each other’s publication rights. Members of

this group criticized, saying that people like Donaldson who
duplicated books once their protection period expired were
committing "piracy."

In this trial, Donaldson argued that the book he published was

a book whose protection period guaranteed by the Statute
of Anne had expired and that "there can be no permanent

ownership right over knowledge." Meanwhile, publishers

5.	The official title for the established act is 「An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the Copies of Printed Books in the Authors or
6.
7.
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Purchasers of such Copies, during the Times therein mentioned」

i) As this law went into effect, the effective period of a literary work’s copyright was set as 14 years if the publisher had received a transfer of the

copyright, ii) 21 years if the literary work had already been published before this law went into effect, and iii) 14 years for the original author. If the
period expired but the author was still alive, a single extension was permitted for an additional 14 years of protection.

Cho Chae-yeong, 『Art in Front of Law-Copyright Hiding Behind Art』, Annapurna (2012), pg. 10-11.
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including Becket argued that "copyrights are a permanent

printing books themselves, they have no choice but to enter

permanently protecting a book’s rights would be equivalent to

seems rather disparate from the Statute of Anne’s supposed

right" and that "a book is the result of an author’s efforts, and
protecting the author’s human rights."

At the end of this trial’s fierce legal battle, England’s House of
Lords ultimately limited the period of protection over a creative

work, stating that "according to general law, the author or
successor of rights of a literary work would have permanent
rights for it when the work is not published, but once it is

published, the rights shall only be protected for the duration
of the protection period designated by the Statute of Anne." In

short, the House of Lords concluded that literary works can only

be protected for the period prescribed in the Statute of Anne
and that books whose protection period have expired becomes
part of public domain.

The Trial’s Significance

This trial’s ruling resolved the issue of the monopoly of the

publishers’ guild once and for all. The ruling is significant not
only for securing fairness in competition but also for confining

the concept of copyright and its effective period, finding a
balance between "exclusivity" and "sharing," and thereby
moving towards laying a foundation for cultural advancement.

After the trial, the printing and publishing of books that already

existed before the Statute of Anne became much more free,
leading to many important classics to be published yet again.
This became a huge pillar of support behind the growth of
publication. In addition, because the Statute of Anne ultimately

restricted the effective period to 28 years at most, printers and
publishers also came to turn their attention and efforts towards
investing in new literary works and new authors.

Still a Debate of Exclusivity and Sharing, NOT the
"Protection of Authors"

However, the ruling regrettably only focused on exclusivity and

sharing in terms of copyrights. The trial did not include any

debate on how the authors could not receive any profit from

the sales of books once the author transferred over his or her
rights. Perhaps this situation at the time could even be the
very beginning of unfair contracts and unreasonable practices
in the publication industry. Since authors have no means of

into contracts despite relatively unfair arrangements, and this
goal of "guaranteeing author’s ownership for the promotion of
scholarship."

After the trial, a truly legitimate debate on protecting authors

only began during the first half of the 19th century as authors’

rights and interests improved overall in England, the U.S., and
Europe and principles in law were established on the scope and
period of protection. Only after these changes did the concept
of copyrights broaden to mean the copyright of owner’s rights.

In Closing

As reviewed above, the background of copyright’s first
appearance is a complex tangle of the development of

publishing culture, political conflict for the continuance of the

printers•publishers’ guild’s monopoly, discord and quarrels

between the established classes, and more. This event is
especially interesting in how those arguing for protection of the

author's rights were in fact serving their own self-interest of the
benefits from the monopoly. This verifies that the copyright

system was a consequence of the historical background of 18th
century in England rather than an inherent, universal reason.

Law is often called the result of societal agreement, a

compromise between opposing parties. The historical

background of England’s copyright system is also significant for

being the origin of the current copyright laws being practiced
today. Moreover, it confirms a definite need to review stories
from history such as these as the difficulty experienced by

authors in those days to defend their rights could have been the

very root for the trajectory of the publication industry's custom
of unfair contracts and unreasonable practices of Statute of

Anne’s stated objective. Through this historical background,
we have seen how today's copyright system is based on the
objective of achieving cultural advancement through a balance

between the "use of literary work needed in the development
of knowledge" and the "protection of ownership rights," but

the background of its origin is borne of a rather complicated
relation.
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The Power of K-Story: Korean Webtoons
in the Global Comic Market
Written by Dr. Jang Min-ji / Industrial Policy Team, Korea Creative Content Agency

The Global Comic Market and Webtoons

a 5.3% increase from the preceding year. In 2017, the scale

of "of Korea." Webtoons actually refer to digital comics

which can be attributed to how the paper comic industry,

The term "webtoon" already includes the hidden adjective

serialized in a method that is specific to Korea. In other
words, the term does not refer to simply digitally uploading

a comic that had been previously printed through the
traditional paper method or to creating a comic just as you
would for paper comics, but simply on a digital working

space. Webtoons refer to digital comics that follow Korea’s
unique serializing method of creating comics on a vertical
scrolling format from the start. And so, it goes without

saying that the term "webtoon" is a proper noun indigenous

to South Korea. The reason why webtoons have recently
caught the world’s eye lays the direction of the reorganiztion
of the comic industry’s market.

In order to understand the webtoon market, one must
first focus on the changes in the scale of the world’s comic

industry. In 2018, the scale of the world's comic industry is
estimated to have been USD 8 billion 27 million, which is

of the world’s comic industry recorded a 2.2% decrease,

which makes up 76.9% of the entire comic market, declined
compared to 2016. However, in 2018, both the paper and

digital comic categories recorded an increase in their

numbers compared to the preceding year, and the comic
market around the entire world was able to grow.

But a closer look at its growth reveals that the digital comic
category in the world’s comic market increased by nearly
15.9% compared to the preceding year, and its ratio as a

category in the whole market reached 23% in 2017 and

then 26% in 2018, showing how digital comic is undergoing

a rapid increase in growth compared to paper comics. This
signifies how the importance of the digital platform is rising
in the comic industry, and also shows the possibility of how
the digital comic criterion will gradually counterbalance the
reduction rate of paper comic criterion.

Figure 1. Scale and Growth Rate of Global Comic Market (2014-2023)
(Unit: USD 1 million)
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Figure 2. Scale and Prospects of Overseas Comic Industry (2014-2023)
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2017, in particular, was a year that saw the Digital

in 2016. The website could also now be switched to

the comic industry as a whole. We can evaluate that

their ease of access contributed to Korean webtoons’

Comic Platform undergo full-scale growth and influence
this growth led to 2018 witnessing the scale expanding
all around Asia such as in China and Japan and in

Western countries such as the U.S. with the expansion
centering around the webtoon platform. The scale of
the digital comic industry had been 10.7% in 2013 but

it increased to 23.1% by 2017. It is projected to exceed
28% in 2022.

Tapas Media, which was founded in San Francisco in

the U.S. at the end of 2012, has a profit generation
model that precisely adopted South Korean webtoons’

characteristics such as the vertical scroll format, the
quick-paced serialization of one new episode per week,

and more. The company provides its services in English,
French, and Korean. Lezhin Comics also localized
Korean comics and set up a localized payment system

overseas sites by changing the language settings, and
advancement into the overseas market.

As the digital comic industry showed rapid growth,
there was also an increased possibility of the world’s

attention turning to color comics in a vertical scroll
form, as webtoons are, as opposed to traditional blackand-white printed comics. Recently, the demand
for webtoons is noticeably increasing in European

countries such as France, not only in Asian countries
such as China and Thailand where the demand has

been increasing starting several years ago. With color
comics made in a vertical scroll format even entering

comic contests in Europe, areas where South Korea’s
webtoons are created and serviced are gradually

expanding in scope. (Korea Creative Content Agency,
2018).1)

1.	Korea Creative Content Agency (2018). <Research on Market Entry and Future Direction of Comics•Webtoons Overseas>.
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Dramatization of Webtoons and Entry into Global

web-novels into webtoons as it did for What’s Wrong with

2019 was the most active year for the dramatization

Pay’s main strategy models for entry into overseas markets.

OTTs

of webtoons. The dramatization of comics is already a

longstanding practice, but 2019 may have been the first year
in the history of Korean webtoons to be adapted into drama

series. A few examples include: Item (MBC); Extraordinary You

(MBC); The Tale of Nokdu (KBS); Possessed (tvN); Pegasus
Market (tvN); Strangers From Hell (tvN); Ways to Dislike You
(JTBC); Love Alarm (Netflix); and Kingdom (Netflix).

The greatest advantage of dramatizing a webtoon is its

inherent "genre" qualities and method of franchised content

consumption of its main consumers. A webtoon’s fan base
has a high likelihood of re-consuming the content in the

dramatized forms of movies, TV shows, games, or animations.
In addition, webtoons and web-novels are able to overcome

the pre-existing genre limits of South Korea’s dramas and
movies, and cultural technologies have also advanced to a

capacity of maximizing the quality of depicting these original

webtoon works. As such, a webtoon’s expanded intellectual

property and dramatization is ultimately beneficial as it
solves the problem of "depletion of source materials" and

Secretary Kim and Solo Leveling in 2016, is one of Kakao
Up until 2019, around 200 webtoons have been secondarily

derived from novels and around 110 creative works are
being serviced in South Korea, Japan, China, and Indonesia,

totaling 4 countries. The game fantasy webtoon; Solo
Leveling notably set a record of more than a million readers
in total in Japan (Financial News, 2019).

This trend is reflected in how the global video platform

Netflix focused its attention on: Love Alarm(Daum

Webtoon) and Kingdom(Lezhin Comics). It would not be an
overstatement to say that South Korea’s webtoons and webnovels proved their potential for success in the overseas
market through their dramatizations. This is an indicator of

the level of interest overseas in K-stories and an important
case that shows webtoon's potential for global success. If an

original webtoon procures investors through the possibility of
extending its IP and becomes dramatized, the webtoon can
be seen as having secured a passageway for distribution due
to global OTT distributions that occurred in 2019.

also procures "fan bases and consumer groups."

Preventing "Illegal Distribution" so that

available in overcoming the language barrier that webtoons

What threatens webtoon's global spread is illegal distribution.

Above all, dramatization can be seen as the best strategy

and web-novels have in terms of the entry of contents
into overseas markets. One of the greatest problems that

webtoons and web-novels face in entering the overseas

market is "translation." But when you observe how Novel
Comics, which was promoted vigorously by Kakao Pay, is
actively entering overseas markets, it is clear that creating

webtoons from web-novels and creating dramas from

webtoons are one of the most optimal strategies for entering
overseas markets.

What's Wrong with Secretary Kim(2018, tvN) can be seen

as the most representative example of a web-novel being
recreated into a webtoon, and then the webtoon in turn

being recreated into a TV drama. "Novel Comics," which
creates these secondary creative works of recreating popular

24

Webtoons' Ecology Expands

If the rights holder of a webtoon distributed in the domestic

market lawfully distributes it overseas through formal
translation, consumers will purchase it for a price, and we

can sufficiently anticipate this to contribute to South Korean
webtoons’ entry into the world market. However, in our

supranational and hyper-connected society, users who can
rapidly share contents internationally in real-time raises the

possibility of illegally distributed contents being available to
consumers earlier than officially produced and distributed,
localized contents.

In fact, according to the "Fact-finding Survey on Illegal
Distribution of Comics•Webtoons" conducted by the Korea

Creative Content Agency in 2018, the emergence of the Night

Rabbit website and spurring of illegal distribution website

2020 KCOPA REPORT

services led to an undiscerning illegal spread of webtoons,

distribution such as forensic watermarking technology that

awareness that webtoons for charge could be accessed

the illegal duplicates. But illegal distribution still hasn’t been

and this phenomenon is considered to be the start of users’

somewhere else for free. This, in turn, influenced the creators
in generating new webtoons. The increase in new webtoons

domestically was consistently maintained from 2013 to 2016,

but the production rate of new works at the end of 2017

showed a 14% decrease, and then an even more drastic drop
in the first half of 2018. The general analysis of the industry

is that these drops were caused by the proliferation of illegal
webtoon distributor websites.

The majority of the cases of illegal webtoon distribution
occurring overseas involve 1) an overseas user translating

the webtoon into the local language and uploading the

edited images without permission and diffusing its access,
or 2) someone using a similar method as Night Rabbit to

illegally duplicate the webtoon through an image extraction
program that the person himself or herself developed, and

then uploading it on an illegal website for the purpose of

profit (Korea Creative Content Agency, 2018). Consequently,
2)

webtoon platform companies operate internal monitoring
groups to monitor illegal duplication of webtoons, and there

are technologies currently being developed to ban illegal

enables one to identify the original purchaser who made
exterminated, and the reality is that new similar websites are
consistently emerging.

When one considers the globalization of the webtoon

platform and the possibility of supranational expansion

of the K-story industry, persecution and control of illegal
distribution is a vitally important issue. Creators of webtoons

are more direly sensing the severity of illegal distribution, and
they argue for consistent monitoring and increased severity
in legal punishment on illegal use of created works.

This prevention will be possible only if both of the following

occurs. Users’ awareness of the issue must be successfully

converted and there must be a more severe legal punishment
for operating illegal distribution sites or for reproducing and
using these illegal distributions. It is difficult for webtoons
that have already spread through illegal distribution to then

be exported through the formal route. The webtoon market’s
potential for growth is still endless. For this growth to be

maintained, prevention of illegal webtoon distribution is one
of its most important issues.

2.	Korea Creative Content Agency (2018). Fact-finding Survey on Illegal Distribution of Comics‧Webtoons
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Ecosystem of Games
in the Post-Coronavirus Era
Lee Jeong-yeob / Professor in the Korean Cultural Contents Department at
Soon Chun Hyang University

1. Prologue

tools like "Discord," a vocal chatting tool, and broadcasting

The following aims to study the general problems of game

industry could continue providing its untact online services

ecology that developed due to COVID-19 and also forecast
future changes to come. COVID-19 has caused tremendous

shock not only to games but to the very essence of contents
ecology as a whole that cannot be easily fixed. This change is

not simply a problem of the loss of profit across the entirety of
the industry’s ecology. People have been semi-forced to stay

at home due to COVID-19, working in-person has ceased, and

various conferences and meetings were substituted with online
meetings. Through this process, the two pillars of human life,
labor and leisure, underwent a huge conversion into only
happening within a family or on an online environment.

What we must focus on in this process is how the digital and
online revolution sought by various companies has never

really taken effect in a meaningful way in our daily lives. But

platforms like YouTube and Twitch. As such, the gaming

as it already had been despite the COVID-19 pandemic, and

thereby, suffered less of a blow compared to the rest of the
contents industries such as the film industry.

The game industry’s overall sales and users’ usage time also

showed to have increased a modest amount since the start

of COVID-19. But upon detailed inspection, it is clear that
the gaming industry also taken a blow from the COVID-19
pandemic, and the problem is blooming in severity, not due

to the gaming contents themselves, but due to instigation by

external factors such as game creation and payment methods.
The following text shall first describe the gaming ecology

before COVID-19, centering on South Korea, and then explain
in detail how it changed after the outbreak of COVID-19.

the COVID-19 pandemic has almost forcibly accomplished that

2. Gaming Ecology Before COVID-19

can actually be seen as the very first field to have applied the

Before COVID-19, South Korea’s gaming ecology was showing

the game production and labor, untact online collaboration

around 10.03% every year from 2009 to 2018.1) There was a

digital revolution in the form of "untact." The gaming industry
"untact" format in their services. From the point of view of
production tools, its representative example being "Github,"
had already been in use in game production. Even from the

user’s point of view of consuming and playing games, the
game industry has been based on an online environment since

the early 2000s and has been effectively utilizing various other

1.
26

a rapid rate of growth with the average yearly growth hovering

year of brief reduced growth in 2012, but South Korea’s gaming

industry still showed the fastest transition to mobile gaming
since smart phones were introduced. Against this backdrop,

games such as <Dungeon & Fighter> and <Cross Fighter> with
promotions centering on China’s market yielded high sales.

『2019 South Korea’s White Paper on Gaming』, Korea Creative Content Agency, 2020, pg. 28-29.
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[Image 1] Total Scale of and Growth Rate of Domestic
Gaming Market (2009-2018)
Sales(Unit: KRW 100 million)

Rate of Growth

that development proceeded according to the changing trends
in the platform, but that the industry’s focus shifted too greatly
to one specific platform and caused harm to the diversity of
gaming ecology’s foundation.

As shown in [Image 2] above, the domestic gaming market is

undergoing a rapid change from centering on computer gaming

to mobile gaming instead. Considering how console gaming
makes up more than 30% of the market worldwide, the domestic
Currently, South Korea’s gaming market has grown into a
massive market with its annual sales totaling around KRW 14

trillion. This sales figure is bigger than the combined total sales

of movies, music, animation, and comics, the other 4 contents

industries. Furthermore, the single industry of gaming makes

up 66.7% of the total amount of sales of 11 fields classified
by the Korea Creative Content Agency as Cultural Contents
Industries. The gaming industry is, therefore, being recognized
for its potential as an industry. In fact, when viewed from the
2)

outside, the gaming industry seemed to be growing with no
real difficulty and was showcasing its superb potential as an
industry in both domestically and overseas.

[Image 2] Value Development of Each Platform of the
Domestic Gaming Market (2012-2018)
PC Games

Mobile Games

Console Games

Arcade Games

(Unit)

gaming market can be deemed as leaning too much towards
the mobile platform. Share percentages of computer gaming

and mobile gaming by platform makes up more than 94%, that
is, how much the market is forming itself around just those two
platforms.

Moreover, the ratio of computer games has been decreasing

while the ratio of mobile games has been increasing recently. It is
important to note that these changes, of course, caused gaming’s

charging methods to switch from usual packages and flat rates of
computer games to the free of charge+partial charge of mobile

games (or probability-based items). Above all, these changes in

charging methods are even more dangerous because they start to
take the form of "pay to win," which focuses less on a game play
itself and more on what you pay determining whether you win or

lose a game. In other words, the game has been designed not to

encourage players to improve their skills or strategize assiduously

to win a game, but instead to allow players to win the game if
they simply pay. This "pay to win" method allows external factors
to have a greater influence on game playing than the player’s

skills or strategizing abilities, which may ultimately cause players
to become disillusioned about gaming itself.

3. Changes in Gaming Ecology After COVID-19
However, it was not as if gaming ecology did not have any

In the 1st quarter of 2020 when COVID-19 was in full swing,

Korea’s gaming industry had been growing around online

an increase in sales. As noted earlier, this is seen as to have

problems before the COVID-19 outbreak. In the past, South
computer gaming, but once mobile games grew rapidly

around smart phones in the latter half of the 2000s, the
industry gradually reduced development of online games and
developed around mobile gaming instead. The problem is not
2.

top companies of Korea’s gaming market generally showed
a correlation with the fact that the increase in people's time

spent at home due to COVID-19 caused more consumption

of content, overall. Upon closer inspection, we can see that
Nexon’s total sales decreased but most companies such as

『2019 Contents Industry White Paper』, Korea Creative Content Agency, 2020, pg. 65.
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[Image 3] 2020 1st Quarter Sales of Main Domestic
Gaming Companies3)
(Unit: KRW 100 million)

[Image 4] Changes in Media Usage in the COVD-19 Era
(Global Web Index)
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Source: Reconfigured information from various press releases, KISLINE, Samjong KPMG Economic Research Institute
Note: Data within parentheses indicate rate of change compared to the coinciding period of the previous year

NCSOFT, Net Marble, Krafton, and Pearl Abyss experienced an

at home during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the options

seems to be because the game <Dungeon & Fighter> for

TV channels, streaming services like Netflix, eSports, games,

increase in sales. The reason for decreased sales of NEXON
China’s market decreased in sales. This can be interpreted

as China also experiencing a decrease in online computer
online game sales and an increase in mobile game sales after

the emergence of COVID-19. This is because online computer
games are mostly played in group settings such as at internet
cafes where friends enjoy games together. This structure

naturally leads to a decline in usage amidst the COVID-19
pandemic. In addition, the main consumer bracket of such a

game is teenagers, and when they are forced to stay home,

they are in the company of their parents. This would make it
more likely for them to play mobile games on their phones
with more privacy rather than a computer, which can be seen
as contributing to the decline in sales.

As COVID-19 spread, people stayed home more, and the
consumption of games, media, and contents grew drastically.

A survey company in the UK called the Global Web Index
conducted a survey on media usage in 13 countries around
the world (500-1,250 individuals surveyed per country) over
the course of four surveys from this March to May during which
COVID-19 spread around the entire globe.

4)

The survey asked them what activities they partook in more

included various media activities such as the use of YouTube,

social medial, messaging services, newspapers, magazines,
news, books, music, radio, podcasts, etc., but also included

activities like spending time with family, cooking, and hobbies.
The top chosen forms of media were searching for and

watching the news, watching streaming services (like Netflix),
watching videos (like on YouTube), watching TV, social media,
gaming, and so on. Meanwhile, reading newspapers, reading

magazines, listening to podcasts, and eSports all showed
relatively low rates of usage. Moreover, the majority of users
who participated in this survey answered that they would

continue using media as they have been even after the
COVID-19 pandemic ends.

This media usage data shows that the gaming industry actually
experienced an increase in forms of use in terms of numbers,

and that the industry ultimately benefited from the COVID-19

pandemic. But these provisional reformations in forms of use

were not all only favorable to the gaming industry. In-person
services like game shows and eSports inevitably suffered a

blow. This year, most large scale game shows such as E3, GDC,
and Tokyo Game Show were either canceled or hosted online.

Even domestically, the SeongNam Indie Craft was carried out

3.	Lee Hyo-jeong, Jeon Chang-eui, Kim Ki-beom, 「Changes in Gaming, Media, and Entertainment Industries Caused by COVID-19」, Samjong KPMC Economic
Research Institute, Jul. 2020, pg. 16.

4.	Jason Mander et., "GWI Coronavirus Research Multi-market research wave 4", Global Web Index, 2020. 06, pp.80-81. https://bit.ly/3jPwPgn
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as a game show within a virtual world, and the Busan Indie

Github in particular is called the "developers’ Facebook."

show conducted through the world’s first-ever cloud game.

launched in 2008. The number of developers active on Github

Connect Festival in October is preparing to be held as a game
Moreover, most eSports events including LoL Champions were
broadcasted online, showing efforts to find a method that
befits our pandemic era.

GDC Summer was a conference that was tried out under

the vision of GDC, completely converting to an online event

in response to how most of GDC’s lectures and large-scale
expos had to be postponed due to COVID-19 this year. This
year especially saw many lectures that attempted to forecast

the future of the gaming market in the post-Coronavirus
era. GDC Summer opened in early August and presented
several guidelines that other game shows or conferences can
reference.

First off, they tried to decide on a timezone that would satisfy

all of Asia, Europe and North America. The conference began
at 10:00 p.m. Korean Standard Time and continued until 12:00

a.m. the next day. To be considerate of its audience around

Asia, the conference did not hold sessions between 2:00 a.m.
and 7:00 a.m. Also, the conference’s commencement showed a

video of a local coffee franchise in San Francisco brewing coffee
to have audience members each brew his or her own cup of

coffee at home and join the conference. Around the time the
first day of the conference was coming to an end, there was
an event in which a famous local BJ held a live cocktail-mixing
show so that audience members could follow along in making
cocktails from their homes. In addition, for the entire duration

of the conference, there was a virtual community gallery which

exhibited artworks by artists from different regions and visual
artists in the gaming industry. This virtual gallery, created in 3D,

was designed to be very similar to the experience of actually
walking through a museum, and it seems promising as a tool
that could be used even in the future.

As such, COVID-19 had an overall unfavorable influence across

Github is an open source programing sharing website that was
before COVID-19 in 2019 was around 36 million, but now, as

of May 2020, the number has exceeded 50 million and the
number of source codes being shared has also grown beyond
1 hundred million. Developers can save codes that they have

made and share them with other developers, and they can

also share ideas as well as the codes with other developers
and thus carry out collaboration towards an even better code.

From the point of view of the game production and labor,

untact online collaboration production tools, its representative
example being "Github," had already been in use in game
production. Even from the user’s point of view of consuming

and playing games, the game industry has been based on

an online environment since the early 2000s and has been
effectively utilizing various other tools like "Discord," a vocal

chatting tool, and broadcasting platforms like YouTube and
Twitch. As such, the gaming industry could continue providing
its untact online services as it already had been despite the

COVID-19 pandemic, and thereby, suffered less of a blow

compared to the rest of the contents industries such as the
film industry.

As observed above, COVID-19 did cause an immense blow on
the overall ecology of the gaming industry. But we conjecture

that the more important matter is how we accept and respond
to the results created by the environment of the untact industry.

The most important task for the gaming industry would be how

it maximizes the advantages of the untact services that it has

developed so far and the online environment so that gaming

takes the seat as the representative leisure-related service in the
post-Coronavirus era.

[Image 5] GDC Summer’s Online Gallery

contents industries, but in terms of methods of creation, it had
some unexpected positive effects as well. Due to COVID-19,

many companies opted to work from home, which semiforced a digital revolution in terms of untact collaboration
tools. Of course, the gaming industry had already been using

various untact collaboration tools such as Github and Teams

even before the COVID-19 pandemic. Among these tools,
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1. New Business Model of the Fourth Industrial

Era: "Subscription Economy" and IT Technology
As "subscription economy" rose as the new business

model of the Fourth Industrial Era, IT technologies that
previously seemed distant from subscriptions are starting
to stir the pot towards subscriptions in gaming. It is a

"monthly subscription service" that would allow users

Will Cloud Games Change
the Gaming Environment?
Written by Dr. Kwon Gu-min / Korea Creative Content Agency

to use all games provided on the service limitlessly for a
fixed monthly fee. To this end, "cloud gaming" carried out
through streaming with data stored on a virtual space is
solidifying into actuality. This is a conversion of the game

consumption paradigm from the "possession" of contents
to the "registration" of services.

The method of cloud gaming is, as the term indicates,

games carried out on a cloud server (remote server) while
the game’s video is streamed to the user through the
internet (network). This technology allows users to enjoy

gaming, regardless of the device (computer, smart phone,
console, etc.) and location, when and where they want.
It disintegrates barriers surrounding the gaming platform

and offers new opportunities to the market (Korea Creative
[Image 1] Process of Conducting a Cloud Game

Game is installed on a cloud

Content Agency, 2019).1)

User enjoys gaming

server (remote server) and run

Game videos are streamed to
the user

through a device

Action commands entered by the

user are sent to the remote server
through the network

Source: Korea Creative Content Agency (2019, reconfigured), Background and Future Prospectsof the Emergence of Cloud Gaming Services

1.	 Korea Creative Content Agency (2019). <KOCCA Focus, Issue 123, Background and Future Prospects of the Emergence of Cloud Gaming Services>
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[Image 2] Google Stadia

source: Google, Stadia (2019)

Cloud gaming is actually not a new technology that is just

expanding the scale of the competition at hand. In 2019,

the early 2000s. The company "G-cluser" introduced cloud

2019."

now emerging. In fact, this technology has existed since
gaming for the first time ever in 2000, and many companies
have been providing cloud gaming services since 2010.

Representative overseas companies that provide cloud

gaming services would be On-live and Gaikai. Domestically,

LG U+ also presented "C-games" for the first time ever in 2014
while KT presented 'Wiz Games" in 2013 and SKT presented
"Btv Cloud Streaming Games" service through an IPTV set
top box.

At the time, cloud gaming faced the problem of a limited

data processing speed. The game could not immediately
respond to what the user commanded through the mouse or

controller, and the game’s image definition also declined in
the process of compressing the transferred data, ultimately
resulting in failure to overcome these technological hurdles.
Moreover, the service was only provided to customers,
which made it difficult to become mainstream. The provided
contents were also few and not diverse in kind, so this area
of gaming never really took off as originally hoped.

But recent advancements in network and data center
technology has made worldclass companies recognize
the business potential of cloud gaming, jumping into the

market and preparing a stepping stone towards eventual
mainstream consumption. Google, in particular, has taken on
the challenge and entered the cloud gaming market, further

Google announced its cloud gaming service "Stadia" at "GDC
In 2015, NVIDIA launched a streaming game service called
"Geforce Now" that allows users to use NVIDIA’s shield

devices (shield portable, shield tablet, shield console,
etc.), and in 2017, it announced "Geforce Now" for use on

the computer. Then, NVIDIA further expanded services of
"Geforce Now" in 2018 to include Android smart phones

for a trial service until the service was officially launched
on February 5, 2020. Microsoft, on the other hand, started

a trial service of "xCloud" in 2018 that allows you to play
Xbox games on the computer and mobile devices, and then
officially opened the service on September 15, 2020.

But even aside from the examples above, many mega
corporations (Amazon, Tencent, etc.) have already started
their entry into the cloud gaming service, and the competition

is expected to grow fierce with the objective going beyond

unifying the current state of gaming fragmented by genre

(computer, mobile, console, arcade, etc.) to attracting gamers
and navigating the confusion of usage.

Currently, cloud gaming mainly provides console games,

but in order for it to survive the competition, we believe that
there must be a development of various game genres created

for multi-players, allowing many to enjoy the game together,
rather than for cloud gaming to continue leaning heavily
towards console games.
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2. The Growth of Console Gaming

domain of cloud gaming, which had previously garnered little

In South Korea, computer games and mobile games form the

its own, spurred by the current circumstances. (Korea Creative

mainstream of games. This is attributable to internet cafes

being interspersed throughout the country and the high rate
of use of smart phones. But as monthly subscription-based

cloud games wedge themselves into this market that is firmly
solidified around the two aforementioned genres, there has

been a recent increase in the number of gamers interested in
new games. Ever since 5G was commercialized domestically,
high-quality 5G contents of cloud gaming services centered

around domestic telecommunication companies started to be
unveiled to the public.

LG U+ currently services "Geforce Now" with NVIDIA, SK

Telecom services "xCloud" from Microsoft, and KT has

launched "GameBox," developed internally with the help of
Ubitus.

Even during the early stages when 5G services emerged and
cloud gaming was introduced, users were not as interested

in it as they are now. However, with the arrival of our "Untact

Era," gaming received attention as one of the leisurely activities
that can be enjoyed at home, leading to a drastic increase in
the demand for games.

"Gaming" has most definitely undergone immense growth as

a representative untact leisure culture to the point that 7 out of
10 Korean citizens play games as shown in the data on the rate

attention from the public, may undergo a rapid changeover of
Content Agency, 2020).2)

Upon a closer look at the world’s cloud gaming market, the

scale of the world’s cloud gaming market had been USD 6.6
hundred million in 2018, taking up about 0.5% percent of the

entire gaming market (New, 2019)3). It is projected to show an
average of 46.8% in annual growth between 2017 and 2022.
(Statista, 2018).4)

IHSMarkit also projected that the world's cloud gaming market

will grow 6 times in scale from USD 387 million in 2018 to USD

2.5 billion by 2023 (IHSMarket, 2019).5) Newzoo, a U.S. market
survey company, predicted in September 2020 that the world's

cloud gaming market scale will grow to USD 4.8 billion by 2023
(Newzoo, 2020).6)

This figure is more than a 50% increase compared to the

aforementioned prediction of USD 3.2 billion in market scale
by 2023. It is predicted that as the COVID-19 pandemic keeps

on extending, so will the time people spend at home, resulting
in a greater the interest in cloud gaming and leading to a steep
growth of this service’s market.

[Image 4] Worldwide Trends of the Cloud Gaming Market

of domestic use of games below. There are more than a few
predictions that state that as changes in IT environment and

untact culture stabilizes and settles into their positions, the

[Image 3] Data on the Rate of Domestic Use of Games
(2016-2020)
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Source: Korea Creative Content Agency (2020), 2020 Fact-finding
Survey on Gamers
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3. Cloud Gaming, Changing the Gaming Environment

duplication. As a result of the "digital download"7) method,

Cloud gaming would make gaming much more convenient

solved, but the problem remained insufficiently solved

for gamers. Gamers would be able to freely use a variety of
games in high-definition without being restricted by gaming

device. Moreover, because the game is being operated from

the data center, the gamer would not need to install it to
their own device, would much more freely save their progress

because updates would apply, and would be able to use
games much more conveniently because there is no separate
update process.

The emergence of cloud gaming could be advantageous

to not only users but also to gaming companies as a new
business model. Currently, the profit structure of popular

domestic computer and mobile games is composed of a
fixed fee, "pay to play" of partial charges after the fixed fee,
and then "free to play." But if a game subscription service

becomes established as a game company’s new profit

structure, a stable flow of profit through secured subscribers
could provide the background for various new attempts and
services, leading to further diversification of the business
model.

In conclusion, cloud gaming will play the role of changing
the very paradigm of the pre-existing gaming environment.

Before cloud gaming became commercialized, countless
game companies exerted much effort to build a fair gaming
environment, employing various methods and cutting-

edge technologies. A representative example would be
introduction of the "digital download" method that allows

users to only enjoy their games online and prevents illegal

the illegal duplication problem in gaming was somewhat

because console games mainly involve the package purchase
method.

Cloud gaming provides an excellent solution to this problem.
Console gamers opted for piracy because buying all the

game packages they wanted would accrue too much cost for
a gamer to handle. On the other hand, a subscription service
would allow them to play various games for a much lower

cost, lessening the burdened of the costs of gaming. And
because game installation and initiation, updates, etc. are all
conducted at the data center, an environment allowing for
illegal duplication is cut off at the source, enabling companies
to create a fair gaming environment.

In conclusion, if a subscription service for gaming based on
cloud gaming becomes active, users would enjoy a smaller

burden of cost and game companies would also benefit in
being able to reduce game piracy and create a stable profit

structure. A similar case can be found in music contents in
the past. Illegal downloads were so frequent back in those

days, but as music services switched over to streaming
services, the number of illegal downloads drastically declined
while users also had a more easily accessible service

environment and a lawful way to enjoy music. In the same

way, we can anticipate virtuous circulation once games adopt
the subscription service. Illegal duplication will also decrease

while the ease of access for users will increase, ultimately
creating an environment of fair use.

2.	 Korea Creative Content Agency (2020). <2020 Fact-finding Survey on Gamers>
3.	 Newzoo(2019). <Global games market in 2019>
4.

Statista(2018). <Gloud gaming market value worldwide from 2017 to 2023(in million U.S.dollars)>

5.	 IHS Markit(2019). <Next-generation cloud gaming market report-2019>
6.	 Newzoo(2020). <Global cloud gaming report>

7.	 Digital Download: Method that requires users to make the purchase online, receive the installation file online, install the game, and then finally connect
online and receive verification to play their games
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K-Pop in America’s
Music Industry
Studied through
the Success of
"Dynamite" by BTS

K-Pop

Lee Kyu-tak,
Professor in the College of Liberal Arts at George Mason University

In September 2020, BTS amazed the world when its single "Dynamite" ranked number one on the Billboard
singles chart, "Billboard HOT 100" (hereinafter referred to as "HOT 100"). In fact, four of BTS's albums already
ranked number one successively on the Billboard album chart, "Billboard 200," but they had never received

as much success on the singles chart until now. Why did BTS struggle relatively on the singles chart despite

its massive global popularity and immense album sales? How was this new single able to rank at number
one on the singles chart, and what will be the significance of their number one rank in relation to K-pop and
the mainstream music industry of Korea and the globe at large?
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"HOT 100," "Billboard 200," and "Dynamite"

and significance has undergone much change. Because most

Billboard has charts for various genres such as pop, rock,

usually listen in units of individual songs rather than albums,

R&B/hip-hop, dance/electronic, and jazz. The representative
charts among them are HOT 100 and Billboard 200, which
are comprehensive charts that combine all music genres.

While HOT 100 is a chart that shows each song’s popularity,
Billboard 200 is a chart that ranks the popularity of albums.
However, while Billboard 200 has a rather simple and

straightforward standard of "number of album sales in

a week," the HOT 100’s calculation methods are more
1)

complicated in comparison. HOT 100 used to be ranked

based on two central standards, which are number of single
(physical record) sales and number of plays on the radio.

2)

But as the way of music consumption became digitalized,

HOT 100 began to increase the ratio for digital singles in its
calculations. For instance, even though "Gangnam Style" by
Psy became a YouTube sensation during the latter half of

2012 and was popular worldwide, because number of views

from YouTube is not one of the calculation standards for HOT
100, the song did not rank number one on the chart. This

caused many to criticize that "the chart does not reflect the
actual popularity of songs." In response, Billboard decided to
reflect the YouTube music video’s views within the U.S. in the
ratios of the HOT 100 ranking calculations in February 2013.

3)

consumers today who listen to music through streaming
Billboard 200’s status has rather declined compared to

the past, while HOT 100 has been considered the chart
that accurately reflects a song’s popularity as consumers

themselves observe in the world around them. But Billboard
200 still retains a certain type of importance because the

chart shows the artist’s level of artistry by the album's quality

and also shows how many loyal fans the artist has. In the
music consumption environment of today, spending time

and money to purchase an entire album instead of simply

streaming a song a few times is a telltale sign that listeners
have trust in that artist’s music or that there are devoted fans
who want to actively support that artist.

Therefore, "Dynamite" reaching number one on the HOT 100
is evidence that BTS, who already showed their solid, highly

loyal fan base in the U.S. and their superb musicality through
four albums reaching number one on the Billboard 200 in a

row since 2018, is now a popular artist among even general

music lovers around the U.S. It also shows that, although
BTS has already been hugely popular among young listeners,

the group is now starting to approach a broader level of
consumers that goes beyond K-pop fans.

Just like the above, the fact that Billboard has always quickly

K-Pop and America’s Mainstream Music Industry

reason for why Billboard survived the competition against

The most important factor behind "Dynamite" reaching

for so long.

of plays on the radio in the U.S. So far, singles released by

and flexibly responded to changes of the era is an important
other American music charts and has been trusted by many

But as the method of music consumption moved from
physical album copies to digital music such as mp3 and then
to Internet streaming in the early 2010s, Billboard’s status

number one on the HOT 100 is none other than its number

BTS reached rankings on the HOT 100 that fell short of what

was anticipated due to the relatively low number of plays
on the radio compared to the high number of views on

1.	Currently, the number of album sales aggregated by Billboard 200 include "physical record" sales, such as CDs and vinyl records, and "album equivalent

unit" sales which is the number of digital album downloads and number of plays on streaming services converted into equivalent physical record sales.
In terms of an "album equivalent unit," ten digital album sales or 1,500 streaming plays are counted as one physical record.

2.	This is referred to as "airplay."

3.	The current HOT 100 in 2020 is calculated by combining 35-45% of digital sales, 30-40% of plays on the radio, and then 20-30% of internet streaming plays
including YouTube.
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YouTube. The number of plays on the radio, which makes up

the conservative nature of America’s mainstream media

40%, has actually been considered an obstacle for not only

Korean sung by Korean artists, in short non-English music

the huge portion of ranking calculations for HOT 100 of 30-

BTS but also other K-pop artists in entering top rankings on
the HOT 100.

For a song to be played on the radio in the U.S., the song
must first be included in a radio station’s playlist for the

relevant genre. Once the song enters a playlist, the song will
4)

be consistently played on the radio for a set period of time,

and the songs that are well-received by listeners are then be
played even more, and so on. Therefore, to get a song onto

the playlist, record labels carry out an unimaginable level
of under-the-table dealings and toggling with radio stations

and DJs. In fact, in the past, the so-called "payola" scandals
frequently stirred up the entire nation of the U.S. Payola was

a practice of a record label bribing a radio station’s DJ into
getting their artists’ songs onto playlists.

In the present, record label’s promotion strategies to that

end are already systematized and formulated. Therefore, the
structure inevitably gives a greater advantage for more plays
on the radio to songs from main American music distributors
who have held longstanding, close relationships with major

radio stations. However, since the early 2010s when K-pop

first began to knock on the door of America’s music industry,
K-pop started to appear in the charts through only word of

mouth among fans centered on YouTube and social media

despite not employing any of the aforementioned proactive
and systematic promotion strategies. This was a rather
incredible phenomenon, but at the same time, it was not

entirely welcomed news from the perspective of America’s
mainstream music industry. The reason was that this

phenomenon posed a threat to the steady cartel that radios
and record labels had formed together.

Therefore, they did not have an open stance toward K-pop

music, and it was rare for K-pop music to be played on
American radio stations despite its high album sales and
status as a hot topic around the world in general. In addition,

industry was also not so amicable towards K-pop. Music in
by non-western artists, brought a sense of unfamiliarity and

discomfort to both conservative individuals in the industry

and the radio’s main audience bracket, which were adults

over 30 years of age. Thus, it was not easy for K-pop songs to
be selected by radio DJs and enter radio playlists.

This was actually why "Gangnam Style" did not reach number

one on the HOT 100 even thought it was not only a sensation
in the U.S. but also worldwide while being a song that was

familiar to all Americans to the point it would be constantly

played at professional sports games. Of course, part of the

reason was that HOT 100 did not reflect YouTube views back
in those days, but a huge reason was that the song could not

employ typical promotion methods of local singers because
this was in the early days of K-pop’s entry into the American

market and also that radio stations were reluctant to play

Korean songs. This led to the song not getting a proper
amount of airplay on the radio.

But thanks to the efforts of various artists over the past

eight years since "Gangnam Style," K-pop and the Korean

language have become the newest "cool" and "hip" trends
for Generation Z. K-pop’s presence especially grew since BTS

received the "Top Social Artist" award at the Billboard Music
Awards in 2017 and began to make their presence known
in the American market. As a result, with multiple global

musicians such as Lady Gaga, Nicki Minaj, the Chainsmokers,
and more all reaching out to K-pop artists for collaborations,

K-pop is infiltrating deep into America’s mainstream music

industry. These collaboration proposals from globally popular

musicians can be taken as their attempt to hitch a ride with
K-pop, currently the "hottest" music in the U.S. However, they
also signify that K-pop has reached a level of musicality that
does not at all fall short of global pop music.

Once K-pop grew in these quantitative and qualitative
ways, the American music industry joined hands with the

4.	America’s FM radio, which is the standard for the calculation of the number of plays on the radio for the charts, is different from Korean radio in that its
channels are finely separated according to music genre. For instance, there is the newest R&B radio station, classic R&B/soul radio station, radio station of
the top 40 from the new release chart, modern rock radio station, newest hip-hop radio station, classic rock radio station, jazz radio station, and so forth.
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K-pop industry and is now attempting a much more active

words, the success of "Dynamite" was only possible with the

would be how SM Entertainment’s collaboration with

this point. Moreover, K-pop fans in the U.S. and worldwide

promotion strategy. A representative case of the above
Capitol Records, a major American music distributor, led to

the success of SuperM’s album rank at number one on the
Billboard 200. "Dynamite" by BTS was also able to overcome

the hurdle of the number of plays on the radio through its
collaboration with another major American music distributor,
Columbia Records, that allowed BTS to actively make use

of Columbia Records’ pre-existing network and marketing

strategy. This indicates that K-pop has solidified its position
to the point of being able to collaborate with the conservative
American mainstream industry at the same level. It also
indicates that K-pop can now actively utilize systematic

promotion strategies that poplar American artists typically

use. This is why we can anticipate a consistent flow of
accomplishments henceforth.

Future Prospects
"Dynamite" achieved the incredible record of debuting at
number one on the HOT 100 upon first week of its release.
Most songs that debut at number one on the chart soon

undergo a drastic decline in ranking because those songs
usually achieved number one through being a hot topic rather

than through the actual quality of music. But "Dynamite"
maintained its number-one spot for two weeks in a row, fell
to number two, but then took the number-one spot again

two weeks later, ultimately maintaining its place at the top of
the chart for a considerably long time contrary to what many
expected. These results show that the song did not reach

number one simply from being a hot topic in the media but
because the song itself was loved by so many.

Some even purport that the song succeeded because it is in

English unlike previous BTS songs and that music releases

should therefore focus on music written in English moving
forward. But BTS is a super star group that already reached

millions of album sales with music in Korean. In other

foundation of their successful songs written in Korean up to

actually hope that K-pop artists continue to make music in
Korean instead of English because lyrics in Korean is also an

important trait of K-pop’s identity along with group dancing,
glamorous music videos, and visual aesthetics.

In fact, so far, songs in Korean received more love from fans

around the globe than songs written in English blatantly

targeting the overseas market. In addition, global pop stars
collaborating with K-pop artists also prefer that K-pop artists

use Korean lyrics. For instance, Lady Gaga’s song "Sour

Candy," which made in collaboration with BLACKPINK, as well
as Jason Derulo’s song "Savage Love" which was made in
collaboration with BTS and recently reached number one on

the HOT 100 chart all contains Korean lyrics exactly as written
by the K-pop artists. This result reflects the overseas artists’
desire to have their songs contain the unique feel of K-pop.

As such, "Dynamite" placing number one on the HOT 100

and the recent success of K-pop in the American market

that immediately followed can be seen as the result of
K-pop retaining its features that distinguishes it from global
pop music while simultaneously making full use of various

marketing strategies practiced by the local mainstream
industry. It can be seen as an example of what kind of results

are possible when K-pop, which had steadily built up its
fan base through YouTube and social media by the intrinsic
charm of the music itself, takes on and uses the promotion
strategies of global pop stars.

America’s FM radio, which is the standard for the calculation
of the number of plays on the radio for the charts, is different
from Korean radio in that its channels are finely separated

according to music genre. For instance, there is the newest
R&B radio station, classic R&B/soul radio station, radio station
of the top 40 from the new release chart, modern rock radio
station, newest hip-hop radio station, classic rock radio
station, jazz radio station, and so forth.
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Written by Park Yun-wung / Photo by Han Sang-hun

Leading in the review of fair
copyright usage between copyright
owners and users.

Copyright Protection Review Board
Commission Member
Lim Hyeong-ju
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The Copyright Protection Review Board is an institution based on Article 122, Paragraph 6 of the Copyright

Act that was established to review matters requested by the director of the Korea Copyright Commission or

matters that the review board’s chairperson sends for discussion. Board member Lim Hyeong-ju, who was
appointed this November, has been leading the New Industry IP Team at Yulchon LLC, exerting efforts for

the protection of intellectual property rights for companies of the 4th Industrial Revolution. We shall now
listen to Lim Hyeong-ju on his thoughts on copyright protection and his pledges on as a board member of the
Copyright Protection Review Board carrying a part of the weight of securing fair reviews.
Pledge to Conduct Fair and Balanced
Copyright Protection Reviews

The Copyright Act is set to undergo a grand-scale,

complete revision process for the first time in 14 years
since its complete revision in 2006. This is happening in

response to the demand for a Copyright Act that befits
the current changes in advanced AI technology and

the online/platform creation environment. In preparing

has been leading in the protection of IP and copyrights

for businesses. Board member Lim Hyeong-ju also
shared that he has been recently providing consultation

related to the AI legislation modification project which is
being carried out together by the Ministry of Science and

ICT and the National Information Society Agency (NIA).
He further shared that his interest in the Copyright Act
has heightened as a result of this participation.

for the revised bill, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and

"I came to exchange and interact with many experts

experts in academia and creators and has been making

providing consultation regarding computer program

Tourism has been operating a research team with
efforts for communication through online public hearings

and other outlets in order to create realistic revisions.
At this time, we are in need of not only advancements

in technology but also expert insight into resolving
copyright disputes. As such, board member Lim Hyeong-

ju has been appointed to the Copyright Protection
Review Board to provide such support.

Board member Lim Hyeong-ju, appointed this
November, is a co-leader of the New Industry IP Team in

and the Korea Copyright Protection Agency through
by-products, characters, game stories, dramas, and

more. This communication was a precious time of
helping each other by sharing our various opinions on

copyright-related legal systems. Our exchanges during

that time has led to my appointment as a consultant at
the Korea Copyright Protection Agency, and this year,

I have also been fortunate to be appointed as a board
member of the Copyright Protection Review Board."

the field of intellectual property rights at Yulchon LLC. His

Board member Lim gave a short statement of his priorities,

team for 4th generation response that provides various

Review Board, he will work to not only protect the rights

New Industry IP Team has been described as a specialty
legal services so that companies can respond expertly
to the new, rapidly expanding and changing industrial
environment. The New Industry IP Team has taken on

hundreds of cases since it was founded in 2019, and it

expressing that during his time at the Copyright Protection
of creators, but also to establish fairness and balance so

that various industries, such as the content industry, can
actively thrive.
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lawsuit related to database rights used by a pharmaceutical
company. Through that process, he had the opportunity to

look further into the comparison between source codes and
the structures of databases.

Complete Revision of the Copyright Act
and the Development of the Data Industry
Prosecutor Specializing in IT Technology
that is Leading the Future

Board member Lim Hyeong-ju is a licensed lawyer who
passed the bar exam after graduating from the College of

Engineering at Seoul National University. This has led to

his career being centered on legal services for technologyrelated fields, and in particular, IT technology-related

businesses. Lim has been providing legal services such as
preventing leakage of companies’ technological IP and

infringement of rights as well as advance assessment of legal

disputes that is eventually required in development of new

What is board member Lim Hyeong-ju's view on the

upcoming complete revision of the Copyright Act given his
abundant experience in legal service related to IT and AI
technologies? In particular, one of the main issues of the
act is data mining used in AI development. The revision will

allow data mining to be used more freely by establishing

a new restrictive regulation on the exercise of copyrights.

Board member Lim predicted that such a change may cause
new types of disputes to emerge, which would make the

Copyright Protection Review Board’s role that much more
important from now on.

technologies. His expertise shines even brighter in our era

"Among the revised parts of the Copyright Act, I believe the

day by day. Board member Lim explained that he recently

big data use and analysis, the newly established regulation

of cutting-edge technology that grows even more advanced

provided legal consultation to a company that is currently
preparing a conversation-format AI service in regards to
various foreseeable legal issues.

"As AI technology becomes more prominent in the industry,
a company that develops it is naturally very interested in

copyrights in regards to user’s data provided to AI for the
AI’s learning. The consultation I provided to this company

especially important issues are the restrictive regulation on
on publicity rights such as portrait rights, and the revision

of all regulations regarding work created as a by-product of

one's job. In particular, it seems there will be an increase
in duplicating and transferring data through online service
providers (OSP). I believe a copyright protection review of

a case regarding whether permission was given or not in
respect to duplication/copyrights will pose a problem."

is especially memorable because I provided compound

He also mentioned an infringement of rights that could be

IP right issues such as the aforementioned copyright for

member Lim stated, "The data industry is growing through

consultation regarding future lawmaking trends on various
data used in AI learning as well as personal rights, voice
rights, portrait rights, and more."

Lim further noted that, apart from providing legal

consultation, he also has experience winning a civil/criminal
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caused by data collection through automated tools. Board
access-granted networks and automated data collection
tools. But the automated tools are causing an increasing

number of infringements of the database creator’s rights

protected by the current standing laws." His opinion is that
"Paragraph 5, Article 35 (Duplication/Transfer for Information
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Analysis) of the upcoming revised bill of the Copyright Act reflect this concern." Furthermore, Lim expressed his concern that
although there is active debate in all areas of society on the collection and use of personal information and credit information
both before and after the Data 3 Law’s amendment, the data industry may be limiting its own scope by relying solely on
personal information and credit information provided by individuals.

Board member Lim is anticipating that the upcoming Copyright Act’s complete revision will become a stepping stone towards

even greater advancements in the data industry. To that end, Lim posited that it would be important to seek a fair balance
point between various copyright issues, including database creator's rights, and data collecting parties. He also hopes that the
upcoming complete revision of the act will serve as a basis for lively discussions in every area of society.

Korea Copyright Protection Agency,

Hoping to Contribute to a Fair and Just Copyright Environment
"Recently, there has been an explosive growth in creative work industries of various forms such as music, videos, novels,

webtoons, and so on with respect to establishing a subscription service. In addition, users in South Korea have gained
a very high level of awareness regarding the use of creative works. There is an increasing number of people with a view

that fair prices should be given for creative works. As such, from now on, we need a reformed system so that it centers on
facilitating freely conducted trade and effective protection of creative works’ rights. To that end, educating the public and
advancing the creative work industry would be very important."

Board member Lim Hyeong-ju believes that South Korea’s awareness surrounding copyrights has improved from the past. But
he also emphasized the need for systematic provisions and education to ensure that we maintain the building process of such

a positive copyright environment and accelerate the building process. He also stressed the role of Korea Copyright Protection
Agency in achieving these goals.

Board member Lim stated that he hopes the upcoming 2021 marks the
first year of the development of a copyright system that supports the

growth of various creative works’ industries including the data industry.

In addition, he stated, "I will also have in-depth discussions with many
experts of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency so that I can contribute
to systematic reformation towards the advancement of creative work
industries," expressing his determination.

Lastly, he shared that he wishes more creative thoughts would be
manifested out in the world, telling copyright-related industry professionals

and subscribers, "I hope you manifest your ideas into works you can be
shared with the world and secure your rights regarding those creative
works." He also stressed how we must build an environment that enables
those creative ideas to be created and distributed with a peace of mind.

He extended his wishes for everyone’s health, saying that "if you respect
another person’s rights just as you treasure your own rights, we can create
a better year of 2021 together."
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Live Scene of Copyright
Protection

Copyright Power Nation

Where Culture Becomes Economy

Written by Editing Team

2030 Vision for Copyright
Proclamation Ceremony
On February 4, the Ministry of Culture,

Sports and Tourism (hereinafter
referred to as the "Ministry of CST"),

together with the Korea Copyright

Protection Agency (hereinafter

referred to as the "KCOPA") and the
Korea Copyright Commission, gave
a presentation titled "2030 Vision

for Copyright - Copyright Power
Nation Where Culture Becomes

Economy" opened the 2030 Vision

for Copyright Proclamation Ceremony and New Year Greetings Meeting. The main topics of the presentation

were the achievement goals in the area of copyrights by the year 2030, and projects to pursue therein. There
were around 100 participants from academia, industrial circles, trust management institutes, rights holder
associations, and the field of copyrights in attendance.

The ceremony began with a declaration of the 2030 Vision for Copyright by Minister Park Yang-woo of the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism.

2030, Proposal of 4 Strategy Goals to Become a

been consistently increasing, and the copyright trade balance

Where Culture Becomes Economy

advancements of 5G mobile communication’s scientific

Copyright Power Nation

The background information of the 2030 Vision for Copyright

is as follows. Bolstered by the entry of South Korea’s cultural
contents into overseas markets, the amount of exports has
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has been recording a surplus every year. However, due to
technologies like big data, the copyright environment is
becoming increasingly ambiguous. Copyright infringement

is becoming internationalized and artificially intelligent,
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demanding prompt responsive measures while simultaneously
requiring stronger on-site copyright protection for Hallyu (Korean

Wave) contents, thus showing pre-existing problems that are still
in need of solutions.

In response, the Ministry of CST has selected and commenced
4 strategy goals and 12 projects to pursue for the goal of

becoming a "copyright power nation where culture becomes

economy" by the year 2030, building up a stabler copyright
ecosystem. The Ministry of CST also expressed its goal to take
the lead in exerting practical influence in the field of copyrights.

Minister Park Yang-wu of the Ministry of CST stated, "Copyright
and industrial property rights form the two pillars that support

IP rights. They are core assets that pull our national economy

Then, he revealed that the second one is to strengthen overseas

ensure copyrights provide a driving force behind our cultural

that the capabilities of overseas copyright offices are reinforced,

forward [...] Our government plans to do its very best to

development and that we become a ‘copyright power nation’ at
the very core of economic growth."

Presentation of Korea Copyright Protection Agency's 3
Main Projects

At this event, the director of the Korea Copyright Protection
Agency, Yun Tae-yong presented the three main projects that

befit the Ministry of CST’s 2030 Vision for Copyright - Copyright
Power Nation Where Culture Becomes Economy.

Director Yun Tae-yong explained that the first of the three

main projects is to specialize and internationalize responsive

measures for infringements of copyrights, thereby specializing
copyright infringement response for each genre of content, to

expand joint cooperation for international investigations, and to
strengthen the response capacities of local areas.

protection of the copyrights of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents so
civil copyright protection support is expanded, and localization
of Korean-style copyright protection system is supported by the
Protection Agency.

He ended in presentation by stating that the third project

is to build a copyright protection system based on future
technologies to capacitate a real-time monitoring of copyright

infringements, to set up an artificially intelligent scientific
investigation (digital forensics) system, and to strengthen

the research and development of future-oriented copyright
protection technologies.

Director Yun Tae-yong’s presentation was followed by a

performance from the famous violinist, Jenny Yun. Jenny Yun

is active on YouTube with one-person broadcasting and is wellknown for performing re-arrangements of copyrighted public
records. To end the event, attendees commented on their
experiences of the event or asked questions, and there were

exchanges of many opinions on the copyright industry and
protection. This was a clear indicator of the high level of interest

of the attendees in terms of the development of the copyright
industry. And so, the Proclamation Ceremony of the 2030

Vision for Copyright ended, and the Ministry of Culture, Sports
and Tourism, Korea Copyright Protection Agency, and Korea

Copyright Commission will be charging forward to accomplish
their vision with this Proclamation Ceremony marking the
starting point.
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Live Scene of Copyright
Protection

Copyright Industry’s
On-site Meeting

in Response to COVID-19

Special Mission!
Protect Our Contents
Copyrights!
Written by Kim Ji-eun | Photos by Jeon Yae-yeong

As "untact culture" takes shape following

the outbreak of the global COVID-19

pandemic, consumption of online contents
is rapidly increasing. But an increase in

the consumption of online contents is not

entirely good. This is because copyright-

related problems scattered within this
phenomenon, such as illegal duplication
and distribution of Hallyu (Korean Wave)

contents and the need to protect the owners

of creative works in streaming services.

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency

held an on-site meeting together with the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
to assess pending copyright issues and

collect suggestions, thereby opening a new
discussion on the protection of copyrights.
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Thoughts on Copyrights in This Excessively Enlarged
"Untact" Environment

Due to COVID-19 causing rapid a decrease in face-to-face contact,

online consumption has somewhat taken the form of everyday life.
As the demand for various online Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents

increases, the discussion on copyright infringement grows more
important. In the current situation where Hallyu (Korean Wave)

contents are being illegally distributed and sparking a tremendous

loss in terms of copyrights, we need countermeasures to promote the
growth of South Korea’s content industry.

A meeting was held at 4:30 p.m. on May 27 in the All-Source Situation
Room on the 4th floor of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency,
attended by the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Park Yang-

wu; Director of the Copyright Bureau, Kim Jae-hyeon Kim; Director
of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency, Park Ju-hwan Park; and

nine other relevant persons of the video and content copyright field

of business. Despite everyone’s faces being hidden by masks due to
COVID-19, the discussion was ever passionate with no end.

South Korea’s contents industry and copyright field of business has

been growing ceaselessly. The staggering growth of South Korea’s

content industry and copyright profits reached KRW 12 billion and
KRW 18 trillion respectively last year. Minister Park Yang-wu started

with the greeting, "Thank you for coming and staying strong despite
the difficulties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic." There was a

somber air as the minister expressed his gratitude for all the hard
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work of the industry. Minister Park emphasized

Kim Yo-han proposed revisions to the Integrated Copyright

and stated, "In a way, the contents industry

reinforcement of control of illegal duplication overseas that

the significance of their meeting that day
is the copyrights industry, and the contents

industry can develop only when copyrights
are protected." The minister posited that
they discuss how they are to make their way
through these circumstances by listening to

each other’s valuable opinions at the meeting.
Then, the participants joined in and carried out
the discourse.

Speaking of Copyrights on the Site of
Hallyu (Korean Wave) Contents

The meeting had a very diverse range of

attendees, including video content producers

and distributors, individuals from the music and system industry,
and copyright experts. One by one, in order, the nine attendees

Act that befits the changing media environment such as
critically threatens online video service companies and support
for entry into overseas markets, designation of copyright
standards for streaming services, and more.

Hwan Kyeong-il, Chairperson of the PP Copyright Affairs

Committee, proposed a discussion on compensation for music

copyright owners for uses on broadcasts and OTT, and also
proposed setting down rules for mutual management contracts

in terms of online-based global services. Professor Choi Jinwon from Daegu University stressed that there is a need for the
contemplation of the combined issue of both copyrights and

well-designed distribution that consider the user for minimizing

inconveniences. He also stated that they need to contemplate
international treaties in the case of a guaranteed funding transfer
system.

each explained the major pending issues of their industries and

Dreaming of a Future of Protecting and Pioneering

Kim Jeong-seok, Director of the Korea Film Digital Distribution

For the Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents industry to reflect the

proposed various plans for them.

Association, emphasized that the IPTV industry's current
distribution method is causing a large number of losses, and

further emphasized the need to apply watermarks so that

illegal leakage can be traced. He also appealed for reinforcing

awareness surrounding copyrights and for analyzing cases
related to distribution to find solutions.

Yu Jeong-ah, Director of the IPTV Broadcast Association,
posited that movie contents will strengthen security on theft

of illegal videos of IPTV, saying that the association will work

to encourage creators’ desire to create and to protect those

creators’ rights in accordance with the objective of copyrights.
In addition, Yu proposed funding support so that distributors of
domestic contents can apply watermarks on contents.

Kim Geun, CEO of BSA Korea, highlighted his interest in the
software sector as the CEO of a software company himself, and

Won Dong-yeon, Vice Director of the Korean Film Producers
Association, requested for rectification of Article 29, Paragraph 2

of the Copyright Act that allows showings of films without due
permission so that copyright owner’s rights are protected online.

CEO of "wavve," Lee Tae-hyeon, Head of Operations at "tving,"
Jo Dae-hyeon, and Contents Development Director at Watcha,

Copyrights

new changes in circumstances and grow into an industry that

unifies the entire world, there needs to be consistent attention,
contemplation, and support for copyrights.

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism revealed that it

will organize around KRW 5 billion as the budget for next year
in order to actively respond to illegal leakage of contents. The

budget is scheduled to be used for applying cutting-edge
technologies to the protection of Hallyu (Korean Wave) contents.

The Ministry additionally revealed that it plans to expand the
relevant budget in its plans to reinforce monitoring of illegal
duplication distribution happening overseas through the

overseas copyright offices as a policy that will reinforce control
over infringements through international cooperation with the
local government.

Minister Park Yang-wu stressed that "our country, where the

online distribution environment of digital contents is extremely
well-developed, should pioneer in copyright policies," not

forgetting to request the Korea Copyright Protection Agency to

take on the leading role to facilitate the entry of excellent Hallyu
(Korean Wave) contents into overseas markets in the current
untact environment created by COVID-19.
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Written by Lee Suk-hyeong
Director, Digital Forensics Center

Location of the First-ever
Digital Forensics Center
in the Field of Copyrights

The first project is the localization and internationalization of copyright

digital forensics. The number of intelligent copyright infringement cases

that evade persecutive control has been increasing, and as damage
from these infringements increase on-site, the Ministry of Culture, Sports

and Tourism plans to establish a Cyber Copyright Investigation Team for

speedy responses to such infringements. To meet this goal, the Digital
Forensics Center plans to actively support planned investigations of
the Cyber Copyright Investigation Team soon to be established. It shall

support scientific investigations of illegal copyright sites that repeatedly

commit grand-scale offenses. It is also planning to conduct fact-finding

On February 4, the Ministry of Culture,

Sports and Tourism, Korea Copyright
Protection Agency (hereinafter referred to
as the "Protection Agency"), and the Korea
Copyright Commission announced their

2030 Vision for Copyright under the slogan,
"A copyright power nation where culture
becomes economy."

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency

announced that the Digital Forensic Center,

which will take on an important role for the
2030 Vision for Copyright, has the following

3 tasks: ① globalize and localize copyright

digital forensics; ② reinforce capacity of

copyright digital forensics based on future
technologies; and ③ lead the copyright
forensic science cooperation system.
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surveys on infringements in each industry, assess infringement issues,

and listen to opinions from the local site by forming a consultative
group for each industry in order to support an up-close, planned-out

investigation on copyright infringements that are evolving day by day. In

addition, it shall provide support to enable timely planned investigations

by providing use of the integrated copyright infringement information

system composed of Protection Agency’s online monitoring results,
record of infringement reports, fact-finding surveys, copyright holder’s
requests, and more.

There also needs to be an expansion of support for mutual international

investigations. Due to the tendency towards internationalization of
copyright infringements, collaboration with overseas investigation

institutions and other related institutions has become critically

important. The center plans to standardize the overseas mutual
investigation system for copyright infringement investigations and to
manufacture and distribute manuals.

In addition, as the host of the International Copyright Protection

Personnel Workshop, the Protection Agency will be discussing topics
such as international treaties, legislation, copyright infringement-related

civil/criminal procedures, and each country’s copyright response system.
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It plans to enhance its mutual cooperation system with

investigations and share knowledge thereof in the case of

(WIPO) through efforts such as passing down and teaching

Recently, copyright infringement sites are symbiotic with illegal

main countries of World Intellectual Property Organization

digital forensics technologies to countries suffering from

high numbers of copyright infringement cases through the

International Copyright Protection Personnel Workshop and
more so that the Protection Agency’s international cooperation

network can be utilized if international cooperation becomes
necessary during copyright infringement investigations.

The second project that is being pursued is to strengthen
the capacity of copyright digital forensics based on future
technologies. It plans to more effectively respond to copyright

infringements by heightening its level of skills in digital
evidence collection and analysis in the cutting-edge digital

environment, by providing support for scientific investigations
in follow-up investigations through intelligent analysis of

an immense amount of data procured through monitoring
of copyright infringements, and by predicting new types of

copyright infringements that emerge. In accordance with
the diversification/specialization of digital crimes related to

copyrights, the agency also plans to contribute to both the
copyright infringement investigation support system so as

to enhance the specialization of copyright digital forensics
and also the research and development of digital forensic

technologies customized for copyrights. It also plans to share
its experience and knowledge with relevant organizations.

This February, the Digital Forensics Center was the first-ever
domestic institution to acquire the ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation

from ANAB (ANSI National Accreditation Board). ISO/IEC 17025
is an international standard for operation procedures and

management systems related to laboratory operations that
is adopted for the sake of verifying reliability in the U.S. and

major European countries. Through the acquisition of ISO/IEC
17025, the Korea Copyright Protection Agency has acquired
international public trust with respect to its procedures for
digital forensic proceedings and analytical methods.

The third main project is leading the scientific investigation

collaboration system for copyright. To that end, it plans to
expand the scope of support for scientific investigations
related to copyright as well as to offer support for scientific

copyright infringement investigation by an investigative agency.

websites through illegal advertising and more. Therefore,

apprehending an operator of a copyright-infringing website
would be directly linked to the apprehension of operators

of illegal sites such as pornography and gambling sites. The

Protection Agency develops and supplies simple evidence
collection tools in order to support data collection of illegally
duplicated materials that an investigative agency would likely

find difficult in their copyright cases. If needed, the Protection
Agency plans to share information on distribution of illegally

duplicated materials managed by the illegal duplication
distribution analysis system. It also plans to pursue provision

of online and offline digital forensic education and training
specialized for relevant copyrights of the institution.

Also, this year, the Protection Agency is pursuing a new

enterprise of "fostering expert personnel in digital forensics
specializing in copyrights" in order to foster an integrated group

of professionals with digital forensic technology capabilities
in the field of copyrights. This is an enterprise that supports
master’s degree programs in the department of Digital

Forensics Studies. It is an enterprise that carries out systematic

education on copyrights and digital forensics in order to foster

a varied group of experts who can undertake digital forensics
work required in the copyright field and the public domain. As
such, the Copyright Digital Forensic Experience Center will be

operated so that copyright digital forensic technologies can be
directly experienced. There
are also plans to operate an

internship program based
on experience in the field of
copyright digital forensics.

Here on out, the Digital

Forensic center will devote

itself to continually working
towards putting an end to

these large-scale copyright
infringements.
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Introducing "Integrated Computing Center"
In KCOPA
Written by Informatization Team, Korea Copyright Protection Agency

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency was founded in 2016 for the purpose of supporting the establishment
and implementation of policies for copyright protection and of contribution to the development of the cultural

industry through reviews related to copyright protection. Going past the era at the time of its foundation
when the data processing office’s operation system was a mix of public and private, the Integrated Computing
Center was founded in August of 2019 which established the information security system and now operates
present day informatization resources.
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"Integrated Computing Center," the Brain of the Institution
Korea Copyright Protection Agency’s Integrated Computing Center functions under the

jurisdiction of the Informatization Team that supervises tasks related to the institution's

informatization. It provides ceaseless service 24 hours a day, 365 days of the year that offers
multiple information resources such as the institution’s information service for civilians, group
ware for internal administrative tasks, as well as servers, storage, and databases that enable

the operation of various systems that serve as the basis for information systems operated
in each business department. The following tasks are carried out in the institution’s area of
informatization while the Integrated Computing Center is operated.

Supervisory Tasks for the Institution’s Informatization
The first is the supervisory task of the institution’s informatization. Informatization tasks can

be divided into management and support of informatization business, support for building
and operations of information systems, management of information infrastructure, and so

on. Requests from each business team are compared and analyzed against the institution’s
pre-existing policies that reflect governmental policies so that an optimal environment for

operations can be constructed. It also carries out systematic operations and management so

that there are no problems in the information resources maintained by the institution. It also
carries out management and operation support for the informatization business carried out by

each business department. In addition, server, storage, database, and network equipment are
under constant monitoring so that the information system can be activated without stopping

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Apart from the above, it also carries out tasks meant to ensure

that there are no problems with the operation of the institution's information system by linking
with external systems, operating a collaborative system with related institutions, and applying
various regulations related to informatization as the institution’s own systems.

Information Security Tasks in Response to Cyber Crime
Secondly, it operates information security solutions, strengthens information security of

work computers and network equipment through applying the firewall policy, directs the

institution’s information security, and carries out response tasks for inspections on external
security in order to respond to cybercrime that is increasingly advancing and becoming

intelligent with information security-related tasks. In particular, the Protection Agency was able
to accomplish the establishment of a safe network environment by applying the standards
of the basic manual of national information security through the network separation and

construction business in 2019. In addition, DDoS (Distribute Denial of Service), mock hacking,
and blackout response training are carried out every year to prepare for similar crises. Through
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training, it inspects and takes measures to address vulnerabilities of information resources that emerge

through training. It is also working to prevent various infringement accidents through close collaboration
with the Cyber Safety Center of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. In addition, it also holds a
Cyber Security Diagnosis Day every month and is upgrading the level of awareness of each executive and
staff surrounding information security through its quarterly internal training for employees.

Tasks Related to Protection of Personal Information
that Prevent Leakage of Information

The third task is related to the protection of personal information of which the alertness to the

circumstances is heightened due to a variety of recent incidents related to leakage and infringement.

Information collected by the institution are mostly task-related information regarding illegal duplications,
but due to endless occurrences of illegal duplications online, the number of received reports has also

increased. Therefore, personal information related to the person who made the report is also becoming

prominent as an issue related to the institution’s management issues. The personal information of

executives and staff as well as that of citizens, which functions as the principal agent of information

provision, are indispensable aspects of management for the prevention of infringements. Therefore,
policies related to the protection of personal information are applied and introduced and mock training
is carried out with fictional scenarios of personal information leakages so that issues do not occur in the
institution’s handling of personal information.

Task of Public Data Management
The fourth task is the management of public data. If the three aforementioned tasks of the Integrated
Computing Center can be seen as related to availability as it provides infrastructure for users to effectively
carry out tasks within a safe environment, then the task related to public data management can be seen
in light of how it reveals data to external parties so as to spur participation of private civilian and enable

new business and jobs. Also, since 2018, the Ministry of Public Administration and Security has been
conducting fact-finding evaluations on the operations of public data provision every year. While the original

inspection only inspected the actuality of the agency’s operations of general public data, starting this year,

quality control of public data shall also be assessed, leading to the prediction that the issue of public data
management will now bloom larger than the pre-established informatization, information security, and

personal information tasks with appropriate coinciding systems. Coupled with the government’s recent
issuance of policy entreating greater usage of public data, it is forecasted that importance of public data
will only grow more prominent from now on.
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Future Direction of Advancements in the Operations
of the "Integrated Computing Center"

In 2019, through the completion of the major project for establishing the Integrated

Computing center, the pre-existing problem of the institution’s information security was
mostly solved. In 2020 and moving forward, it plans to provide stable operation of pre-

existing information resources as well as to increase the efficiency of task operations

through new ICT technologies such as big data and cloud in step with the changing flow
of the era of the 4th Industrial Revolution. Based on a cloud platform that is safe and
trustworthy in compliance with the government’s cloud usage expansion policy, various

data and content shall be provided to users so that the environment required for the

development of new businesses can be provided. However, such a change will inevitably
require the preparation of new management methods. In particular, because the Data 3
Law’s revised bill was passed in January 2020, there is an urgent need for societal norms

to be set up for the sake of safe data usage. The Protection Agency will also accordingly
carry out revisions for legislation and systems that befit the changing society to take one

step closer to copyright protection of the future as well. Of course, we predict there will
be challenges that accompany such a process. In order for proper copyright protection
activities to be achieved, the business should be carried out against the backdrop of mutual
understanding of copyright and informatization through collaboration between relevant

institutions and departments, ultimately strengthening domestic and international copyright
protection systems and technological response capacities. From now on, the Integrated
Computing Center will be exerting its every effort so that the modernization of responses to

online copyright infringements becomes a reality through the creation of new businesses
that befit the changes of our digital revolution era.
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Infographic of Annual Report on
Copyright Protection
Reason for Using Illegal Duplication Routes
Free or very cheap

25.8%

Convenient to use
Easy to obtain desired content

16.0%

13.1%

Familiar with it from continuous use

12.8%
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Plan for Eliminating Illegal Duplications

Punishment of person who made illegal duplication

16.7%

Punishment of operator of illegal duplication-sharing website

14.5%

Reinforcement of legal regulations related to copyright protection

13.6%

Expansion of the official contents offered (procure more contents,
broaden routes of service use, etc.)

13.6%

Effect of Free Trial Event for Contents

Continue to use the service for charge even after the free trial event ends

47.4%

Use the free trial event of another charged website or mobile app
30.7%

Find a different route for free use of service (not a partner site) and use the free (not a partner site) contents
21.9%

Effect of Blocking Access
Give up
use of free service

49.0 %

Give up use of the website itself that provides free content

Search for another route
or bypass

Search for another free website

43.0%

31.4%
Use the official (partner site) content-providing website

17.6%

51.0 %

Search for a way to bypass the access block to access the website

8.0%
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Written by Jeong Ji-eun / Survey Research Team,
Korea Copyright Protection Agency

Analysis and Prospects of
Content Usage in 2019

With the use of digital contents on smart phones now being part of everyday life, OTT platforms available
across smart phones, computers, and television are becoming hugely popular, and the contents industry also
continues to grow. In particular, online subscription services and YouTube are being widely used in various

content categories. Meanwhile, because digital contents are not tangible entities but information, duplication
and sharing them is easy, leading to illegal duplication emerging along quick and varied routes.

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency has been conducting an annual survey since 2008 on usage of

illegal duplication of music, movies, TV shows, publications, and games, and the results have been annually
presented through the "Copyright Protection Annual Report." This June, the survey methodology maintained

for the past 10 years was reformed, and the "2020 Copyright Protection Annual Report" was presented with

all changes applied. The following deals2) with the usage survey by content category for the year of 2019 as
recorded in the "2020 Copyright Protection Annual Report."1)

Reformation of the Methodology for Survey on
Content Usage by Content Category

Following the 2019 survey, the survey methodology

was reformed so that the survey reflects each content
category’s new routes of usage in detail. The survey

reflected opinions collected from an advisory panel

formed (20 persons) for this purpose with members from
industrial circles, related institutions, and academia. As

a result, the survey that had formerly been centered
1.	2020 Copyright Protection Annual Report (Music, Movies, TV Shows,

Publications, Games, Mixed), Korea Copyright Protection Agency, 2020.

(Download: https://www.kcopa.or.kr/lay1/ bbs/S1T283C290/F/25/list.do)

2.	Nationwide Sample Survey By Content Category (Music, Movies, TV

Shows, Publications, Games), 4,000 subjects per category, 13-69 years of
age, August-October 2019

3.  Existing survey was a combined survey that surveyed one subject on up to
five content types
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around traditional routes such as webhards, torrents, etc.
was changed to reflect the newest routes (social media,
YouTube, private servers), etc. for each category.

In addition, the survey was redesigned to be less
burdensome to the survey subject and the multiple choice

answers were also reduced so that ways of usage that
had been difficult to assess until now could be properly
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reflected. Starting with this survey, any burden the survey subject may have felt was alleviated by limiting each subject to be

surveyed for only one type of content.3) This was also an effort to heighten the truthfulness of the answers. Above all, the survey

was designed so that survey subjects did not need to subjectively determine legality versus illegality and could answer with the
actual amount of usage per route so that the problems of multiple choice answers could be minimized.

2019 Legal Content Usage Rate Per Content Category
The survey assessed usage of music, movies, TV shows, publications, and game contents for the duration of the year 2019 with

a sample survey on 4,000 subjects per each content category. The survey found that of the total amount of content usage, 78%

was usage through lawful routes. A detailed look at each content category revealed that the lawful usage rate of contents was
the following in order of highest to lowest: Music (81.4%), Games (75.2%), Publications (73.2%), TV Shows (68.6%), Movies (57.2%)
Music showed the highest lawful usage rate, and usage through paid subscription services made up the majority of the percentage

(58%), evincing that that is what drew users toward lawful usage. Meanwhile, for movies that had the lowest lawful usage rate, the
survey showed that users watched movies as unauthorized uploads on YouTube or through various illegal duplication distribution
routes such as P2P, social media, and streaming sites.

Lawful Usage Rate: Percentage of lawful usage out of the total amount of content usage

* Amount of lawful usage amount/(amount of lawful usage + amount of illegal duplication usage) x 100
Lawful Content Usage Rate (%)
Per Content Category
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Reason for Using Illegal Duplication Routes
This survey assessed not only the numerical figures of illegal duplication usage but also qualitative factors such as reason for

usage. Survey subjects answered that they use illegal duplication routes because they are "free or very cheap (25.8%)" the most.
The percentage of the next answers from highest to lowest were "convenient to use (various contents all available in one place, no

need for membership registration nor payment setup) (16.0%)," "easy to obtain desired content (13.1%)," and "familiar with it from
continuous use (12.8%)." While cost-related reasons make up the highest percentage, it is important to note that users are taking
the illegal duplication usage route for the sake of convenience as well.
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25.8
16.0
13.1

12.8
8.9

8.3
4.0

Free or very
cheap

Convenient
to use

Easy to
obtain
desired
content

Familiar
Quick
with it from availability of
continuous use the newest
contents

Many people
use it

3.2

Quality is up
to par with
authentic
content

Safer than
other
similar
services

3.1
Does not
seem worthy
enough to
purchase
content

2.6

1.8

0.2

Does not
Content
seem like a companies have
big deal
many other
ways of making
profit

No reason

Plan for Eliminating Illegal Duplications
Survey subjects’ responses on what the plan for eliminating illegal duplication should be ranked "punishment of the person who
made the illegal duplication" and "punishment of the operator of the illegal duplication-sharing website" in 1st and 2nd places

with the highest percentages, and then "stricter control" and "punishment of person who uploaded" followed next. This showed

that survey subjects viewed punishment and control over agents carrying out distribution of illegal duplication as the most
effective plan to get rid of illegal duplication. Meanwhile, "punishment of the downloader (user) of illegal duplication" had the
lowest percentage.

16.7
14.5

13.6

13.6
11.8

11.8

11.6
6.0
0.4

Punishment
of person who
made illegal
duplication

Punishment of
operator of illegal
duplicationsharing website

Reinforcement of
legal regulations
related to
copyright
protection

Expansion of the
official contents
offered (procure
more contents,
broaden routes of
service use, etc.)

Deletion of illegally
duplicated contents
or closure of the
route through
stricter control of
illegal duplications

Punishment of
uploader (poster)
of the illegal
duplication

Education and
promotion
of copyright
protection

Punishment
of downloader
(user) of the illegal
duplication

Effect of Blocking Access

Give up use of free service

49% of illegally duplicated content users answered that if access

Give up use of the website itself
that provides free content

official (partner site) website. Only 8% replied that they would

Use the official (partner site)
content-providing website

blocking access has a great effect of making users give up using

Search for another route or bypass

would look for another free website, showing that monitoring

Search for another free website

moving onto even more other illegal websites.

Search for a way to bypass the
access block to access the website

was blocked, they would give up using that website or use the
search for a way to bypass the blocked access, showing that

that illegal website entirely. Meanwhile, 43% replied that they
and response are necessary to prevent the balloon effect of users
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Other

49.0 %
31.4
17.6

51.0 %
43.0

8.0
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Effect of Free Trial Event for Contents
This survey also researched the effect of free trial events for content through a charnged online service. The survey
discovered a change in that 47.4% of those who experienced the free trial4) continued to use the service for charge

even once the event ended. A task for future surveys would be to analyze the relationship between free trial event
experiences and changes in charged service usage rates and changes in illegal duplication usage rates.

Whether consumer participated in the
free trial event or not

42.2

Continue to use the service for charge
even after the free trial event ends

47.4

Use the free trial event of another
charged website or mobile app
Find a different route for free use of
service (not a partner site) and use the
free (not a partner site) contents

30.7

21.9

Future Prospects and Plans
K-contents are rising in popularity not only in Korea but also around the world, but if copyright infringements
continue to occur, it will be difficult for creators and persons in related industries in South Korea to be rightfully
compensated for their work. In order to actively respond to the rapidly changing contents distribution environment,

the Korea Copyright Protection Agency is undertaking various efforts such as conducting joint investigations on
copyright infringements and operating the All Source Situation Room for response to infringements of copyrights.
Despite these efforts, illegal duplications are still be distributed both online and offline and causing harm to the
contents industry as a whole.

Untact consumption of online contents is greatly increasing around the whole world due to the continuous
spread of COVID-19, and it is expected that this increase will also have an impact on the overall domestic use

of illegally duplicated content in 2020. As such, the Korea Copyright Protection Agency plans to analyze trends
through the 2020 Survey on Content Usage by Content Category (2021 Copyright Protection Annual Report) and
respond quickly. In addition, it plans to seek various activities that could improve users’ consciousness surrounding
using official authorized content by expanding the scope of response to illegal duplication and by reinforcing
collaboration between related parties such as platform companies and content industry circles.

4.	"Free trial event for contents" refers to events held for marketing purposes in which official (partner site) services providing music,
movies, TV shows, or publications are provided free of charge for a certain period (1st month for free, etc.)
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<KCOPA REPORT> is being distributed free of charge by the Korea Copyright Protection Agency
for copyright protection and improvement of copyright protection awareness,
which can also be viewed via the website.

If you wish to write for <KCOPA REPORT>, Please inquire the Education & PR Department of
Korea Copyright Protection Agency.

Korea Copyright Protection Agency

- Take counter-measures for online illegal reproductions including deliberation, elimination,
corrective recommendation, etc.

- Research infringement status and draw statistics

- Status inspection for SW usage in public institutions
- Copyright protection technology R&D

- Support investigation for copyright infringement
- Certifying the Copyright OK
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